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In PUBLICATION #677. "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT" Dec. 2, 1991 We said: (CONTINUED IN PUBLICATION No. 682 - "THE SEALING!" to "THE LOUD CRY!" )

SO WE WILL START RIGHT IN WHERE THAT PAPER LEFT OFF!

+++++++

"ONE WORLD FREEMASON GOVERNMENT!"

We showed where - in "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" GC 594. IN "TIME!" - "EVENTS!" - "POLITICS!" - "NATION RISING AGAINST NATION!" - everything will CHANGE DRASTICALLY with the "SEALING!" NOTHING will remain STABLE in the SKY ABOVE US or on the EARTH BENEATH OUR FEET - as we have EARTHQUAKES - VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS - FROST - HAIL - DROUGHT in one place - FLOODS in another - WARS - REVOLUTIONS - FAMINES - men's heart failing for FEAR of what is "COMING ON THE EARTH!"

THE CHURCH IN THE BRIGHTEST LIGHT - WILL GO INTO DARKNESS CORRESPONDING TO THE LIGHT THEY REJECT.

IN OTHER WORDS - they will go into "DARKNESS IM-PENETRABLE!" COL 414 (423). And yet it will be THAT VERY PEOPLE - THAT VERY "CHURCH!" - that will IMAGINE they are in the GREATEST "LIGHT!" "WHAT GREATER DECEP-
TION can come upon HUMAN MINDS than a confidence that they are "RIGHT!" - when they are "ALL WRONG!"... flattering themselves that they are "GOOD CHRISTIANS!" - who have NOT-A-RAY-OF-LIGHT from Jesus...they are in NEED(?) - of "NOTHING!" T3:252-3.

"IN THE BALANCES OF THE SANCTUARY

the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" IS-TO-BE-WEIGHED (FUTURISM - INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?) IS-TO-BE-WEIGHED! SHE-WILL-BE-JUDGED!...If her spiritual experience does not correspond to the...Blessings conferred...on her WILL BE (FUTURISM!) WILL BE pronounced the SENTENCE: "FOUND WANTING!" By the "LIGHT!" bestowed, the opportunities given, will she be "JUDGED!" T8:247.

SHE WILL BE "TRIUMPHANT!" NO QUESTION?

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what "THE CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the "LIGHT!" that God has given. (NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?" WE CANNOT PROVE IT?)...So Christ sorrows and weeps over "OUR" Churches, over "OUR" institutions of learning, that have "FAILED!" to meet the demands of God. HE COMES TO INVESTIGATE in BATTLE CREEK (MEDICAL AND THEOLOGICAL CENTER!), which has been moving IN-THE-SAME-TRACK-AS-"JERUSALEM!"...into a place of...FAUD!"... WORDS of WARNING and PROOF have been treated as IDLE TALES...make APPEALS to LAWYERS...But God was NOT in their COMPANY...go ye to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB?" T8:67-9.

"THEY ARE FOUND WANTING WHEN IT IS

FOREVER "TOO LATE!" to have their wants supplied...all doing a SPECIAL WORK for the "ENEMY!" yet CLAIMING to have the "TRUTH!" They stand SEPARATE from the people whom God is LEADING OUT and PROSPERING, and through WHOM He is to do His GREAT WORK! (PREDICTION!)...(OF SOME WHO EVEN NOW - ever since "TONGUES" MARTIN!) considerable EXCITEMENT and the UNKNOWN TONGUE...THESE PEOPLE-ARE-NOT-SANE!" T1:417-9.

HOW FAR WILL THIS GO - ???
YOU WANT "THE BIBLE ALONE?" I DON'T THINK
"THE BIBLE ALONE!" IS GOING TO HELP YOU VERY MUCH!

"For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and
THEY that are led of THEM - are DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:16.

"LONG JOHN SILVER FORD" -

SHANGHAING all he can to his PIRATE SHIP in this MID-
NIGHT HOUR - thinking he has STRENGTH in NUMBERS -
(like the JEWS thought in OLD JERUSALEM!) and this
proved their RUIN! One of the "7 HORRORS OF THE
WORLD!" - FORD SHANGHAIS to add to his motley Crew -
C.B.PRICE (SCHOOL TEACHER) (BROTHER OF GEORGE McREADY
PRICE - anti-EVOLUTIONIST. 1932 used to write for:
"SATURDAY EVENING POST" paid something like $1.00 a
WORD! HUGE FORTUNE in those Days!) C.B.PRICE used to
tell me by the HOUR - how "GEORGE McREADY" used to
sometimes look for MONTHS for a WORD to describe what
a SPOT the "EVOLUTIONISTS" were in trying to uphold
their MOCKERY! "THE ONION-SKIN THEORY" is a THEORY
that the World was formed by LAYERS - the "OLDEST"
ROCK (GRANITE FAMILY) would be at the BOTTOM. (IN
MINING HERE - when they DRILL down to the GRANITE-
DIORITES - that is the "BASEMENT!" No use to go any
more! I, with my little "PACK-SACK" DRILL - went
THROUGH it into the BEST ORE - perhaps 8 Times! In
one case PROFESSOR GEORGE McREADY PRICE discovered a
FIELD) - perhaps 200 miles SQUARE - where the very
"YOUNG" rock was on the BOTTOM - the so-called "OLD"
rock was on TOP. The EVOLUTIONISTS - so ANXIOUS to
defend their THEORY - said the "YOUNG" rock must
shifted off to the one Side - the "OLDER" rock shifted
into the same Place - then the "OLD" rock moved BACK!

EXTENSIVE "OIL-DRILLING" RIGS "PROVED" THE "OLD" ROCK

WAS ON TOP! 200 MILES SQUARE - the ROCKS must have
SHIFTED AROUND! We cannot give up the THEORY! PRICE
SAID if that would have happened - it would be ALL
BROKEN UP! But it isn't! It's in UNIFORM LAYERS!
But they have more "FAITH" than we have! MAN CAME
FROM NOTHING! Well, the RELIGIONISTS are not much
different - you will be "GIVEN" a "CHARACTER!" by
VAPOROUS "FAITH ALONE!"
I would sure HATE to see their FACES - come "JUDGMENT DAY!" There will be "WAILING!" and "GNASHING OF TEETH!" EW 15, 124. Then you will be on your own! "FORD" will be NOWHERE IN SIGHT to speak for you!

"I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the NOMINAL CHURCHES have CRUCIFIED these MESSAGES, and therefore they have NO KNOWLEDGE of the way INTO the MOST HOLY, and they cannot be benefited by the intercession of Jesus THERE. LIKE THE JEWS, who offered up their USELESS SACRIFICES, they offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to the APARTMENT which JESUS has LEFT; and SATAN, PLEASED with the DECEPTION, assumes a RELIGION CHARACTER, and leads the minds of these PROFESSIONED "CHRISTIANS" to HIMSELF, working with his POWER, his SIGNS and lying WONDERS, to fasten them in his SNARE!" EW 261. SG 1:171-2. "But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are HONEST will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT!" EW 261. (We have NO WORRY for the "HONEST!")

FORD'S "GLACIER VIEW" BOOK THAT WILSON ORDERED - WHEN WILSON KNEW IT WOULD BE USED TO DECIMATE IF NOT OBLITERATE - "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

WILSON MERELY "USED!" FORD to further the ENDS of "FREEMASONRY" - "ILLUMINATI" - "WCC-NCC" or the "ONE WORLD CHURCH" - or the "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT" - he certainly had NO INTEREST whatever to do ANYTHING to perpetuate the EXISTENCE of the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" EVERYTHING HE TOUCHED - TURNED TO ASHES!

EVERYONE WAS SO AFRAID of this FOUR-FLUSHER - that they bent over BACKWARDS to "EXCUSE!" this MANIAC - that the "VANCE FERRELL'S" and the "STANDISH'S" and the "JEFF REICH'S" and 10,000 others not worth mentioning. WOULD ALWAYS "EXCUSE!" this SCUM! (EZEKIEL 24:6, 10, 11-14; 22:18-30.) When we EXPOSED him in a CARTOON, a pictorial caricature - for what he was - some wrote in FEAR and HORROR - but after some YEARS and "HOEHN" did not fall over DEAD! SLOWLY - SLOWLY - SLOWLY - they got up enough BACK-BONE and COURAGE to TURN and have a LOOK at that CREEP - instead of BLAMING UNDER-DOGS as though "WILSON" did not "KNOW!" what was GOING ON! When he ENGINEERED EVERY BIT OF IT - !!!! He built up "FORD!" to use him as a tool - a "VIAL OF WRATH!" to POISON the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"
in another BOOK - "DANIEL 8:14. THE DAY OF JUDGMENT and the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT." by DESMOND FORD.
"EVANGELION PRESS" POB 1264, CASSELBERRY, FL 32707. $15.00 U.S. 425 pages plus "APPENDIXES" - 269 pages. TOTAL: 694 pages. Some refer to the one as "THE 1,000 PAGE BOOK!" and this one as "THE 700 PAGE BOOK!"
(1980.) This Book is converting the TOP-BRASS who never did know what the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" was. THEY ARE NOW GUILTY WITH HIM of leading this people astray. (READ "1888 MATERIALS!") Where she was ABSOLUTELY ALONE! and she is ABSOLUTELY ALONE - AGAIN! EXCEPT FOR A FEW WHO WILL MAKE: "ONE MAN OF YOU SHALL CHASE 1,000: for the Lord your God, he it is that FIGHTETH for you, as he hath PROMISED YOU!" JOSHUA 23:10. "...and 2 shall put 10,000 to flight!" DEUTERONOMY 32:30. "ONE THOUSAND shall FLEE at the REBUKE OF ONE!" ISA. 30:17. "Forasmuch as THIS PEOPLE draw near Me with their MOUTH, and with their LIPS do honor Me, but have REMOVED their HEART-FAR-FROM-ME, and their FEAR toward Me is taught by the PRECEP'T of MEN: THEREFORE...the WISDOM of your "WISE MEN" shall PERISH...WOE UNTO THEM!" ISA. 29:13-5.

WOE UNTO FORD - !!! SCOURING THE WORLD -

to get SCALAWAGS TO JOIN HIS MUTINOUS CREW! THIS IS "PROPHECY!" "AS WE NEAR THE "JUDGMENT!" - all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they belong. The SIEVE is going; let us not say, STAY THY HAND, O GOD!...THE CHURCH must be PURGED, and WILL BE!" SG 2:201. "A CORRUPT people has arisen...They DESPISED "REPROOF!" and would NOT be CORRECTED...They had TIME to REPENT of their WRONGS, but SELF was TOO DEAR TO DIE. They NOURISHED it, and it grew STRONG, and they SEPARATED from the PECULIAR "PEOPLE OF GOD"...We all have reason to THANK GOD that a way has been opened to save the CHURCH, for the WRATH OF GOD (1884 GC 421 to 432. GC 603 to 616.) THE WRATH OF GOD must have come upon us, if these CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS had remained with us. EVERY "HONEST" ONE that may be DECEIVED by these DISAFFECTIONed ones, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them, if EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN has to visit them, and enlighten their MINDS. We have nothing to fear in this matter!" SG 2:201.
February 17, 1992

C.B. PRICE (SCHOOL TEACHER) RICH OIL FIELDS -

FOOTHILLS - WESTERN ALBERTA, CANADA. FORD MENTIONS HIM IN HIS 1980 BOOK - p.25,69,A-66 (and more) in filtering out FACTS - FORD'S THESIS - designed to MANIPULATE the READER'S RESPONSE - to OMIT INFORMATION that might not bring the desired effect of OUTRAGE - EXCITEMENT - SUSPICION - PATHOS - BIAS - we are being MANIPULATED!

PERHAPS NO ONE BUT "HOEHN" KNOWS:

"COLPORTEUR-EVANGELIST" for the ALBERTA-CANADA CONFERENCE. While attending "CANADIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE" LACOMBE, ALBERTA. Had 2 VISITS. TWO ELDERS CAME TO ME with RARE "COLLECTOR'S ITEMS!" - ORIGINAL "OUT-LAWED BOOKS" BY ELLEN WHITE! LOANED me these Books from which I took COPIOUS NOTES. (Later the Devil tried to get Rid of these Notes by DROWNING them in the Sea! But I dried them out and still have them.) THESE ELDERS must have thought they could not EXPOSE the "URIAH SMITH" (WILLIE WHITE!) (JAMES WHITE!) FRAUDULENT COLLUSION to CHANGE the BOOKS - and leave the Church RIGHT IN THE MESS it is now in. BECAUSE of CHANGING THE BOOKS and the DOCTRINE. So that DETRACtors LIKE FORD AND PAXTON (and just about ALL the LEADERSHIP!) can HONESTLY say the BOOKS - CONTRADICT EACH OTHER! Although having "ELLEN WHITE'S" NAME ON THEM - she NEVER SAW THEM - NEVER AUTHORIZED THEM! (Speaking in BROAD TERMS!) "VANCE FERRELL" - but ECHOING SOME CONSTIPATED OLD FOSSIL in the "WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" DARES us to show "ONE CHANGE!" And then puts in "QUOTATION MARKS" statements that "MYSTERIOUS" or "SECRET WRITER" NEVER SAID - NEVER DREAMT - (VANCE FERRELL TRACT WM 337-341) "ELIZABETH A. WILLIAMSON" of FAR EASTERN CANADA (ORILLIA, ONTARIO) on JULY 19, 1991 prepared a BLAST for "PILGRIM'S REST" that we have not yet RELEASED - calling into QUESTION the contents of "WM 337-341" is this LIBEL - ??? We can find NO CHANGES in the BOOKS - ???
UNTOLD THOUSANDS OF HOURS (the biggest part of 2 years in bed with a half-broken back) COMPARING 1884 - 1888 - 1911 EDITIONS - what they REMOVED as "GARBAGE!" - what they "ADDED!" to "NEW-MODEL THE CAUSE!" As long as the "FORDS!" hold their Nose HIGH in the AIR and IGNORE all this - and pay NO ATTENTION to "SUE WYBORNE" and her Family that spent SABBATH after SABBATH - checking the VANCE FERRELL PRODUCTIONS of an ALLEGED "COPY" of the 1884 - and they found that he was "WORSE THAN URIAH SMITH" in bringing certain portions into LINE with "OLD FOSSIL!" That "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" - HAS to be "TRIUMPHANT!" and that's all there is to it! PROPHET OR NO PROPHET! So DESMOND FORD on one Side - and VANCE FERRELL on the other - this STATUE is "GOLD!" No, it is "SILVER!" TILTING AT "WIND MILLS!" BOTH HAVE HOPES OF SEEING THEIR "HARLOT!" of T8:250 being CONVERTED and give "THE LOUD CRY!" All we see is her giving "A" Loud Cry! Not "THE" Loud Cry! "The HARVEST is PAST - the SUMMER is ENDED - and we are NOT "SAVED!"" Jer. 8:20. T1:50. T2:243. T5:353,590, 217-2,463. T7:16. T9:48.

ANOTHER VISITOR TO CANADIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE -

C.B.PRICE. Wanted to read to me from the "BALLENGER WRITINGS" - RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. COPIED FROM E.J.WAGGONER! Believe it or not! BALLINGER didn't have the BRAINS to write it himself!

AS A WORKER FOR THE CONFERENCE AT THAT TIME -

I replied to C.B.PRICE'S CONCERNS and went in the midst of others of the "BALLENGER BUNCH!" And got them to come back to the Church. But if you know anything about "ADVENTISTS" you know how they treated them - !!! LIKE DIRT - !!! They stayed about a YEAR and had to LEAVE! NO FORGIVENESS! NO RESPECT! I am waiting for the Day when these PROUD, HAUGHTY, SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES - will see some of the "OUTCASTS!" - "OFFSHOOTS!" - giving the "LAST MESSAGE!" and these LAODICEANS who went STEP by STEP through GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608. T5:210 to 214. EW 69,261 to 264. TM 300,409,507. We will now consider that as we turn to: THESE SAME "ADVENTISTS" WILL COME AND BOW AT
THEIR FEET - BEFORE and AFTER "PROBATION!" WTF 12,14. 

"THE SEALING!" to "THE LOUD CRY!"


WE ARE WORLD AUTHORITIES THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN 
CHANGED. THOUSANDS OF CHANGES. WE WILL IGNORE THAT 
FOR THE MOMENT BECAUSE WE FOUND THE TRUTH FROM THE 
BOOKS THAT YOU HAVE. WE WILL GO BY YOUR 1911 "GREAT 
CONTROVERSY."

*Pages 443 to 445.
*Pages 606 to 608.
*T5:210 to 214.
*EW 69,261 to 264.
*TM 300,409,507.

WE WILL MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU BY FIRST OF ALL PRINTING 
THOSE PAGES - 17 pages. WE MAY CIRCLE KEY WORDS. 
WORDS YOUR PREACHERS DO NOT LIKE. YOU ARE FREE TO 
XEROX YOUR OWN BOOKS AND REFER TO THEM. THAT WILL NOT 
HELP YOU. NOT ONE BIT.

IN THE NEXT PAGES WE START WITH YOUR 1911 GC 443 to 
445. WHAT DO YOU SEE THERE? (TO FOLLOW IN THE ORIGI-
NAL 1884 BOOK see where we make NOTATIONS - 279, 290. 
BEGINNING with 278.)

WHAT DO THESE 3 PAGES TEACH - ???

NO MATTER WHAT BOOK YOU USE - WATCH PROGRESSIVELY - 
what "THE CHURCH" is up to. WHY do they "LOSE THE 
"SPIRIT" and "POWER!" of GOD - ??? What do they do to 
SUPPLY the LACK - ??? REMEMBER we are going to go 
from the LOSS of "THE SPIRIT!" the STEP by STEP 
TRANSITION into the GRAND "OMEGA!" As far as they can 
go.
The Bible declares that before the coming of the Lord there will exist a state of religious delusion similar to that in the first centuries. "In the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without natural affection, uncleavers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce; despisers of those that are good; traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God: having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof." "Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils." Satan will work "with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness." And all that "received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved," will be left to accept "strong delusion, that they should believe a lie." When this state of ungodliness shall be reached, the same results will follow as in the first centuries.

The wide diversity of belief in the Protestant churches is regarded by many as decisive proof that no effort to secure a forced uniformity can ever be made. But there has been for years, in churches of the Protestant faith, a strong and growing sentiment in favor of a union based upon common points of doctrine. To secure such a union, the discussion of subjects upon which all were not agreed—however important they might be from a Bible standpoint—must necessarily be waived.

Charles Beecher, in a sermon in the year 1846, declared that the ministry of "the evangelical Protestant denominations" is "not only formed in the way up under a tremendous pressure of merely human fear, but they live, and move, and breathe in a state of things radically corrupt, and appealing every hour to every base element of their nature..."
to hush up the truth, and bow the knee to the power of apostasy. Was not this the way things went with Rome? Are we not living her life over again? And what do we see just ahead? Another general council! A world's convention! Evangelical alliance, and universal creed!!! When this shall be gained, then in the effort to secure complete uniformity, it will be only a step to the resort to force.

When the leading churches of the United States, uniting upon such points of doctrine as are held by them in common, shall influence the state to enforce their decrees and to sustain their institutions, then Protestant America will have formed an image of the Roman hierarchy, and the infliction of civil penalties upon dissenters will inevitably result.

The beast with two horns "causeth [commands] all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name." The third angel's warning is, "If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God." The beast mentioned in this message, whose worship is enforced by the two-horned beast, is the first, or leopard-like beast of Revelation 13,—the papacy. The "image to the beast" represents that form of apostate Protestantism which will be developed when the Protestant churches shall seek the aid of the civil power for the enforcement of their dogmas. The "mark of the beast" still remains to be defined.

After the warning against the worship of the beast and his image, the prophecy declares, "Here are they that keep the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus." Since those who keep God's commandments are thus placed in contrast with those that worship the beast and his image and receive his mark, it follows that the keeping of God's

---

1 Sermon on "The Bible a Sufficient Creed," delivered at Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 22, 1846.

2 Rev. 13:16, 17.
WE ARE WELL DOWN THE ROAD TO TOTAL APOSTASY. We are dealing with 2 things. (1) PROGRESSIVE "APOSTASY!" in the Church (NOT "OUT!" of the CHURCH!) (2) LEADS TO CULMINATES in TEACHING "IN COMMON!" with "EVANGELICALS!" For which they passed an "AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION" to "TEACH!" not only "IN COMMON" with "EVANGELICALS!" but with: "ALL CHRISTIANITY!" RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. And that will be only a "STEP TO THE RESORT TO "FORCE!" p.445(278).

THIS IS, OF COURSE - THE INNOCENT LAMB -

the 2 HORNS - UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE - that ELLEN WHITE still calls: "BRETHREN!" who "MANIFEST THE SPIRIT OF THE "DRAGON!" to make "WAR!" on those FEW who still BELIEVE IN THE RIGHT TO THE PRIMACY OF THE "TESTIMONIES!" and what do they do about it - ??? "IT IS TIME!" TO "SEPARATE!" T4:246. T5:462. T1:347. (And a DOZEN MORE!) SERIES B 7:61. (The BOOK they tried so DESPERATELY to get rid of!) BURNED 2 TRUCK-LOADS!

NOW WE GO TO THE NEXT PAGES ON OUR LIST:

YOUR GC 606 to 608. This is, of course - the "OMEGA!" ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY! THESE NEXT 3 PAGES they get so MAD with FURY and HATRED - they become "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" p.608 (426). When "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" GC 611. "PROCLAIMED THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!" EW 33. "THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS!" (OF ADVENTISTS ARE "FIT TO BE TIED!" AS:) "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" GC 606-8.
ligious freedom. But as the question of enforcing Sunday observance is widely agitated, the event so long doubted and disbelieved is seen to be approaching, and the third message will produce an effect which it could not have had before.

In every generation God has sent His servants to rebuke sin, both in the world and in the church. But the people desire smooth things spoken to them, and the pure, unvarnished truth is not acceptable. Many reformers, in entering upon their work, determined to exercise great prudence in attacking the sins of the church and the nation. They hoped, by the example of a pure Christian life, to lead the people back to the doctrines of the Bible. But the Spirit of God came upon them as it came upon Elijah, moving Him to rebuke the sins of a wicked king and an apostate people; they could not refrain from preaching the plain utterances of the Bible,—doctrines which they had been reluctant to present. They were impelled to zealously declare the truth, and the danger which threatened souls. The words which the Lord gave them they uttered, fearless of consequences, and the people were compelled to hear the warning.

Thus the message of the third angel will be proclaimed. As the time comes for it to be given with greatest power, the Lord will work through humble instruments, leading the minds of those who consecrate themselves to His service. The laborers will be qualified rather by the union of His Spirit than by the training of literary institutions. Men of faith and prayer will be constrained to go forth with holy zeal, declaring the words which God gives them. The sins of Babylon will be laid open. The fearful results of enforcing the observances of the church by civil authority, the inroads of Spiritualism, the stealthy but rapid progress of the papal power—all will be unveiled. By these solemn warnings the people will be stirred. Thousands upon thousands will listen who have never heard words like these.
THE FINAL WARNING

In every age they hear the testimony that Babylon is the
church, fallen because of her errors and sins, because of her
rejection of the truth sent to her from heaven. As the
people go to their former teachers with the eager inquiry,
Are these things so? the ministers present fables, prophecies
smooth things to soothe their fears, and quiet the awakened
conscience. But since many refuse to be satisfied with the
mere authority of men, and demand a plain "Thus saith
the Lord," the popular ministry, like the Pharisees of old,
filled with anger as their authority is questioned, will de-
ounce the message as of Satan, and stir up the sin-loving
multitudes to revile and persecute those who proclaim it.

As the controversy extends into new fields, and the
minds of the people are called to God's down-trodden law,
Satan is at stir. The power attending the message will only
madden those who oppose it. The clergy will put forth
almost superhuman efforts to shut away the light lest it
should shine upon their flocks. By every means at their
command they will endeavor to suppress the discussion of
these vital questions. The church appeals to the strong
arm of civil power, and in this work, papists and Protos
unto the movement for Sunday enforcement be-
comes more bold and decided, the law will be invoked
against commandment-keepers. They will be threatened
with fines and imprisonment, and some will be offered
positions of influence, and other rewards and advantages.
as inducements to renounce their faith. But their stead-
fast answer is, "Show us from the word of God our er-
ror,"—the same plea that was made by Luther under
similar circumstances. Those who are arraigned before the
courts, make a strong vindication of the truth, and some
who hear them are led to take their stand to keep all the
commandments of God. Thus light will be brought before
thousands who otherwise would know nothing of these
truths.
Conscientious obedience to the word of God will be treated as rebellion. Blinded by Satan, the parent will exercise harshness and severity toward the believing child; the master or mistress will oppress the commandment-keeping servant. Affection will be alienated; children will be disinherited, and driven from home. The words of Paul will be literally fulfilled, "All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution." As the defenders of truth refuse to honor the Sunday Sabbath, some of them will be thrust into prison, some will be exiled, some will be treated as slaves. To human wisdom, all this now seems impossible; but as the restraining Spirit of God shall be withdrawn from men, and they shall be under the control of Satan, who hates the divine precepts, there will be strange developments. The heart can be very cold when God's fear and love are removed.

As the storm approaches, a large class who have professed faith in the third angel's message, but have not been sanctified through obedience to the truth, abandon their position and join the ranks of the opposition. By uniting with the world and partaking of its spirit, they have come to view matters in nearly the same light; and when the test is brought, they are prepared to choose the easy popular side. Men of talent and pleasing address, who once rejoiced in the truth, employ their powers to deceive and mislead souls. They become the most bitter enemies of their former brethren. When Sabbath-keepers are brought before the courts to answer for their faith, these apostates are the most efficient agents of Satan to misrepresent and accuse them, and by false reports and insinuations to stir up the rulers against them.

In this time of persecution the faith of the Lord's servants will be tried. They have faithfully given the warning, looking to God and to His word alone. God's Spirit, moving upon their hearts, has constrained them to speak. Stimulated with holy zeal, and with the divine im-
WE CAME GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608. THE SEALING TO THE
END OF PROBATION FOR THE SABBATARIAN WORLD - THE MOST
DRAMATIC EVENT IN ALL HISTORY - SATAN COMING WITH
POWER AND MIRACLES AND BRINGING THE "SUNDAY LAW" WITH
HIM IN GC 624-5. THE "BED-TIME STORY" MAXWELL BOOK -
The "IN COMMON" BOOK - 1970 to 1980 GIVEN AWAY FREE BY
THE SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK LOADS CALLING ON THE ANTICHRIST
to COME AND "EMPTY THE HOSPITALS" AND "INSANE
ASYLUMS!" (MAXWELL 78-9,93-4,96.) "AT HIS TOUCH!"
p.78. WORLD-WIDE! Put all the ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
COMPLEXES TO WORK UNTIL WITH ALL THEIR SHOTS - MASSIVE
INOCULATION PROGRAMMES "WILL BRING DISEASE AND
DISASTER, UNTIL POPULOUS CITIES ARE REDUCED TO RUIN
AND DESOLATION!" GC 589. (407).

AGAIN THE STEP BY STEP DEVELOPMENT -

AS THE "WRATH OF GOD" ENVELOPES THE "UNLIMITED!" AND
"UNCONDITIONAL!" "LOVE-PRIESTS" OF "JEZEBEL'S
GROVES!" with their "DUMB DOG" MINISTRY SAYING "PEACE
AND SAFETY!" and then WHAT? "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"
T5:210-4. We go back to GC 606-8 to see how the "DUMB
DOG" MINISTRY let loose with a "ROAR!" as they pass
the "DEATH DECREE!" "RAMIK!" IT THROUGH WITH THEIR
CATHOLIC LAWYERS. MAGAN 1,2. THE END OF THEIR
"OMEGA!" - HIGH-LIGHTED IN T5:210-4.

"I'VE SMOKED ALL MY LIFE, AND IT NEVER HURT ME!"
of the church because its members are doing after the manner of the world.

The earnest prayers of this faithful few will not be in vain. When the Lord comes forth as an avenger, He will also come as a protector of all those who have preserved the faith in its purity and kept themselves unspotted from the world. It is at this time that God has promised to avenge His own elect which cry day and night unto Him, though He bear long with them.

The command is: “Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.” These sighing, crying ones had been holding forth the words of life; they had reproved, counseled, and entreated. Some who had been dishonoring God repented and humbled their hearts before Him. But the glory of the Lord had departed from Israel; although many still continued the forms of religion, His power and presence were lacking.

In the time when His wrath shall go forth in judgments, these humble, devoted followers of Christ will be distinguished from the rest of the world by their soul anguish, which is expressed in lamentation and weeping, reproofs and warnings. While others try to throw a cloak over the existing evil, and excuse the great wickedness everywhere prevalent, those who have a zeal for God's honor and a love for souls will not hold their peace to obtain favor of any. Their righteous souls are vexed day by day with the unholy works and conversation of the unrighteous. They are powerless to stop the rushing torrent of iniquity, and hence they are filled with grief and alarm. They mourn before God to see religion despised in the very homes of those who have had great light. They lament and afflict their souls because pride, avarice, selfishness, and deception of almost every kind are in the church. The Spirit
of God, which prompts to reproof, is trampled underfoot, while the servants of Satan triumph. God is dishonored, the truth made of none effect.

The class who do not feel grieved over their own spiritual declension, nor mourn over the sins of others, will be left without the seal of God. The Lord commissions His messengers, the men with slaughtering weapons in their hands: “Go ye after him through the city, and smite: let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity: slay utterly old and young, both maids, and little children, and women: but come not near any man upon whom is the mark; and be not at Jezreel. Then they began at the ancient men which were before the house.”

Here we see that the church—the Lord’s sanctuary—was the first to feel the stroke of the wrath of God. The ancient men, those to whom God had given great light and who had stood as guardians of the spiritual interests of the people, had betrayed their trust. They had taken the position that we need not look for miracles and the marked manifestation of God’s power as in former days. Times have changed. These words strengthen their unbelief, and they say: The Lord will not do good, neither will He do evil. He is too merciful to visit His people in judgment. Thus “Peace and safety” is the cry from men who will never again lift up their voice like a trumpet to show God’s people their transgressions and the house of Jacob their sins. These dumb dogs that would not bark are the ones who feel the just vengeance of an offended God. Men, maidens, and little children all perish together.

The abominations for which the faithful ones were singing and crying were all that could be discovered by finite eyes, but by far the worst sins, those which provoked the jealousy of the pure and holy God, were unrevealed. The great Searcher of hearts knoweth every sin committed in secret by the workers of iniquity. These persons come to feel secure in their deceptions and, because of His long-suffering, say that the Lord...
seeth not, and then act as though He had forsaken the earth. But He will detect their hypocrisy and will open before others those sins which they were so careful to hide.

No superiority of rank, dignity, or worldly wisdom, no position in sacred office, will preserve men from sacrificing principle when left to their own deceitful hearts. Those who have been regarded as worthy and righteous prove to be ring-leaders in apostasy and examples in indifference and in the abuse of God's mercies. Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer, and in His wrath He deals with them without mercy.

It is with reluctance that the Lord withdraws His presence from those who have been blessed with great light and who have felt the power of the word in ministering to others. They were once His faithful servants, favored with His presence and guidance; but they departed from Him and led others into error, and therefore are brought under the divine displeasure. The day of God's vengeance is just upon us. The seal of God will be placed upon the foreheads of those only who sigh and cry for the abominations done in the land. Those who link in sympathy with the world are eating and drinking with the drunken and will surely be destroyed with the workers of iniquity. "The eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, and His ears are open unto their prayers: but the face of the Lord is against them that do evil."

Our own course of action will determine whether we shall receive the seal of the living God or be cut down by the destroying weapons. Already a few drops of God's wrath have fallen upon the earth; but when the seven last plagues shall be poured out without mixture into the cup of His indignation, then it will be forever too late to repent and find shelter. No atoning blood will then wash away the stains of sin.

"And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince
which standeth for the children of thy people: and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that same time: and at that time thy people shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in the book."

When this time of trouble comes, every case is decided; there is no longer probation, no longer mercy for the impenitent. The seal of the living God is upon His people. This small remnant, unable to defend themselves in the deadly conflict with the powers of earth that are marshaled by the dragon host, make God their defense. The decree has been passed by the highest earthly authority that they shall worship the beast and receive his mark under pain of persecution and death. May God help His people now, for what can they then do in such a fearful conflict without His assistance!

Courage, fortitude, faith, and implicit trust in God's power to save do not come in a moment. These heavenly graces are acquired by the experience of years. By a life of holy endeavor and firm adherence to the right, the children of God were sealing their destiny. Beset with temptations without number, they knew they must resist firmly or be conquered. They felt that they had a great work to do, and at any hour they might be called to lay off their armor; and should they come to the close of life with their work undone, it would be an eternal loss. They eagerly accepted the light from heaven, as did the first disciples from the lips of Jesus. When those early Christians were exiled to mountains and deserts, when left in dungeons to die with hunger, cold, and torture, when martyrdom seemed the only way out of their distress, they rejoiced that they were counted worthy to suffer for Christ, who was crucified for them. Their worthy example will be a comfort and encouragement to the people of God who will be brought into the time of trouble such as never was.

Not all who profess to keep the Sabbath will be sealed.
There are many even among those who teach the truth to others who will not receive the seal of God in their foreheads. They had the light of truth, they knew their Master’s will, they understood every point of our faith, but they had not corresponding works. These who were so familiar with prophecy and the treasures of divine wisdom should have acted their faith. They should have commanded their households after them, that by a well-ordered family they might present to the world the influence of the truth upon the human heart.

By their lack of devotion and piety, and their failure to reach a high religious standard, they make other souls contented with their position. Men of finite judgment cannot see that in patternimg after these men who have so often opened to them the treasures of God’s word, they will surely endanger their souls. Jesus is the only true pattern. Everyone must now search the Bible for himself upon his knees before God, with the humble, teachable heart of a child if he would know what the Lord requires of him. However high any minister may have stood in the favor of God, if he neglects to follow out the light given him of God, if he refuses to be taught as a little child, he will go into darkness and satanic delusions and will lead others in the same path.

Not one of us will ever receive the seal of God while our characters have one spot or stain upon them. It is left with us to remedy the defects in our characters to cleanse the soul temple of every defilement. Then the latter rain will fall upon us as the early rain fell upon the disciples on the day of Pentecost.

We are too easily satisfied with our attainments. We feel rich and increased with goods and know not that we are “wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.” Now is the time to heed the admonition of the True Witness: “I counsel thee to buy of Me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that thou mayest be

* * *

Where are those if the sealing has not taken place since 1844?
This takes us to "THE SEAL!" on "HIS PEOPLE!" A VERY "SMALL REMNANT!" T5:213. THEN THE "LATTER RAIN!" T5:214. NOT A BIT OF THIS IS ACCORDING TO "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" It is only the TEACHING of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" as you have seen with your own EYES - that is why we have shown you the PAGES - STEP BY STEP and we are now ready to look at:

EW 69, 261 to 264

HAVE YOU LOOKED UP ANY OF THE CROSS-REFERENCES - ???
Have you called in a few FRIENDS to go through this on some quiet SABBATH DAY - ??? Not run through it like a RACE-HORSE to see how QUICK you can get it over with - ??? "AFRAID OF THE JEWS - !!!" What is the SOUL of your Loved ones worth? Are you going to betray them just to please some OLD FOSSIL in the WHITE (WASH) ESTATE or one in the GRAVE - you are STILL in his SPELL - ???

YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO BREAK THE SPELL -

by EW 69. This gives you the TIME - ALL these REFERENCES give us the "TIME!" "PREPARATION FOR THE END!" EW 69. But "SATAN!" is "TRYING HIS EVERY ART TO HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE!" EW 44. "IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" EW 69. DID YOU SEE THAT WORD: "SLANDER!" They will "SLANDER!" you for your Pains! EW 69,70. Did you NOTICE the SAINTS are called: "OUT!" EW 70. By this "TIME!" as the "GOLD!" is "SEPARATED!" from the "DROSS!" in the "CHURCH!" T5:81. LEAVING WHAT?
in the Word of God: "The seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God."

Such, I saw, have the carnal mind, therefore are not subject to the holy law of God. They are not agreed among themselves, yet labor hard with their inferences to wrest the Scriptures to make a breach in God's law, to change, abolish, or do anything with the fourth commandment rather than to observe it. They wish to silence the flock upon this question; therefore they get up something with the hope that it will quiet them and that many of their followers will search their Bibles so little that their leaders can easily make error appear like truth, and they receive it as such, not looking higher than their leaders.

PREPARATION FOR THE END

At Oswego, New York, September 7, 1850, the Lord showed me that a great work must be done for His people before they could stand in the battle in the day of the Lord. I was pointed to those who claim to be Adventists but who reject the present truth, and saw that they were crumbling and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to divide and scatter them now in the gathering time, so that the precious jewels among them, who have formerly been deceived, may have their eyes opened to see their true state. And now when the truth is presented to them by the Lord's messengers, they are prepared to listen, and see its beauty and harmony, and to leave their former associates and errors, embrace the precious truth and stand where they can define their position.

I saw that those who oppose the Sabbath of the Lord could not take the Bible and show that our position is incorrect; therefore they would slander those who
message, which shows the way into the most holy place. I saw that as the Jews crucified Jesus, so the nominal churches had crucified these messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the way into the most holy, and they cannot be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there. Like the Jews, who offered their useless sacrifices, they offer up their useless prayers to the apartment which Jesus has left; and Satan, pleased with the deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these professed Christians to himself, working with his power, his signs and lying wonders to fasten them in his care. Some he deceives in one way, and some in another. He has different delusions prepared to affect different minds. Some look with horror upon one deception, while they readily receive another. Satan deceives some with Spiritualism. He also comes as an angel of light and spreads his influence over the land by means of false re formations. The churches are elated, and consider that God is working marvelously for them, when it is the work of another spirit. The excitement will die away and leave the world and the church in a worse condition than before.

I saw that God has honest children among the nominal Adventists and the fallen churches, and before the plagues shall be poured out, ministers and people will be called out from these churches and will gladly receive the truth. Satan knows this; and before the loud cry of the third angel is given, he raises an excitement in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the truth may think that God is with them. He hopes to deceive the honest and lead them to think that God is still working for the churches. But the light will shine, and all who are honest will leave the fallen churches, and take their stand with the remnant.
SPIRITUALISM

The rapping delusion was presented before me, and I saw that Satan has power to bring before us the appearance of forms purporting to be our relatives or friends who sleep in Jesus. It will be made to appear as if these friends were actually present, the words they uttered while here, with which we were familiar, will be spoken, and the same tone of voice that they had while living will fall upon the ear. All this is to deceive the world and ensnare them into the belief of this delusion.

I saw that the saints must have a thorough understanding of present truth, which they will be obliged to maintain from the Scriptures. They must understand the state of the dead; for the spirits of devils will yet appear to them, professing to be beloved relatives or friends, who will declare to them unscriptural doctrines. They will do all in their power to excite sympathy and will work miracles before them to confirm what they declare. The people of God must be prepared to withstand these spirits with the Bible truth that the dead know not anything, and that they who thus appear are the spirits of devils.

(We must examine well the foundation of our hope: for we shall have to give a reason for it from the Scriptures. This delusion will spread, and we shall have to contend with it face to face; and unless we are prepared for it, we shall be ensnared and overcome. But if we do what we can on our part to be ready for the conflict that is just before us, God will do His part, and His all-powerful arm will protect us. He would sooner send every angel out of glory to make a hedge about faithful souls, than have them deceived and led away by the lying wonders of Satan.)

(262)
I saw the rapidity with which this delusion was spreading. A train of cars was shown me, going with the speed of lightning. The angel bade me look carefully. I fixed my eyes upon the train. It seemed that the whole world was on board. Then he showed me the conductor, a fair, stately person, whom all the passengers looked up to and reverenced. I was perplexed and asked my attending angel who it was. He said, "It is Satan. He is the conductor, in the form of an angel of light. He has taken the world captive. They are given over to strong delusions to believe a lie that they may be damned. His agent, the highest in order next to him, is the engineer, and others of his agents are employed in different offices as he may need them, and they are all going with lightning speed to perdition."

I asked the angel if there were none left. He bade me look in the opposite direction, and I saw a little company traveling a narrow pathway. All seemed to be firmly united by the truth. This little company looked careworn, as if they had passed through severe trials and conflicts. And it appeared as if the sun had just arisen from behind a cloud and shone upon their countenances, causing them to look triumphant as if their victories were nearly won.

I saw that the Lord has given the world opportunity to discover the snare. This one thing is evidence enough for the Christian if there were no other; there is no difference made between the precious and the vile. Thomas Paine, whose body has now moldered to dust and who is to be called forth at the end of the one thousand years, at the second resurrection, to receive his reward, and suffer the second death, is represented by Satan as being in heaven, and highly exalted there. Satan used him on earth as long as he could, and now he is carrying on the same work.

**HOW CLOSE ARE WE TO THE LORD'S RETURN?**
through pretensions of having Tho\-mas Paine so much exalted and honored in heaven; and as he taught here. Satan would make it appear that he is teaching there. And some who have looked with horror at his life and death, and his corrupt teachings while living, now submit to be taught by him—one of the vilest and most corrupt of men, one who despised God and His law.

He who is the father of lies, blinds and deceives the world by sending forth his angels to speak for the apostles, and to make it appear that they contradict what they wrote by the dictation of the Holy Ghost when on earth. These lying angels make the apostles to corrupt their own teachings and to declare them to be adulterated. By so doing, Satan delights to throw professed Christians and all the world into uncertainty about the Word of God. That holy Book cuts directly across his track and thwart his plans; therefore he leads men to doubt the divine origin of the Bible. Then he sets up the infidel Thomas Paine, as if when he died he were ushered into heaven, and now, united with the holy apostles whom he hated on earth, were engaged in teaching the world.

Satan assigns to each of his angels a part to act. He enjoins upon them all to be sly, artful, cunning. He instructs some of them to act the part of the apostles and to speak for them, while others are to act the part of infidels and wicked men who died cursing God, but now appear to be very religious. There is no difference made between the most holy apostles and the vilest infidels. They are both made to teach the same thing. It matters not whom Satan makes to speak, if his object is only accomplished. He was intimately connected with Paine upon earth, aiding him in his work, and it is an easy thing for him to know the very words and the handwriting of one who
THE MOST DEVASTATING TESTIMONIES EVER GIVEN — !!! BAR NONE! All their URIAH SMITH - FROOM BASED THEOLOGY IS GEARED TO THEM GIVING "THE LOUD CRY!" They will give "A LOUD CRY!" as they WAIL and LAMENT: "THE HARVEST IS PAST, THE SUMMER IS ENDED, AND WE ARE NOT "SAVED!" Jer. 8:20. EXAMINING this in CONTEXT the "PROPHET" and the "PRIEST" deal "FALSELY!" saying "PEACE, PEACE!" Jer. 8:10-1. Not "ASHAMED!" of their "ABOMINATIONS!" 8:12. The "HORSES!" in this "TIME!" of the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" as plainly shown in "REVELATIONS" chapter 4,5,6 until 144,000 are "SEALED!" in "REVELATIONS" chapter 7 and up to chapter 14. The END of the "HORSES" - the CHURCH rides the PALE HORSE OF DEATH! Rev. 6:8. And we LEAVE the HORSES and go on a "LITTLE NARROW PATH" one following in the "FOOTSTEPS OF ANOTHER!" LS 190. (T2:594) (NO BIG "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!") We are to "ARouse!" as PART of the "10 VIRGin PARABLE!" before it is "TOO LATE!" T2:243. The "SADDest WORDS ON MORTAL TONGUE!" It is in a "TIME!" of "CRISIS!" "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" "IT WILL BE TOO LATE!" COL 412 (421). "THE CHURCH!...Then, SUDDENLY! as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the HEAVENS, will come the "END!" of their "BRIGHT VISIONS! and "DELUSIVE HOPES!" GC 338-9. DA 379,383,577. 628-9,635,645,299.

GET RID OF THE "DELUSIVE HOPES!"

AND THE "I AM SAVED!" THE "CERTAINTY" THE "ASSURANCE!" OF THEIR SALVATION! Instead of paying them a BIG REWARD for "CELEBRATING!" "DELUSIVE HOPES!" get rid of them - "NOW!"
are moved to do so by the Spirit of the Lord. Our people are doing work for foreign missions, but there are home missions that need their help just as much as these foreign missions. We should make efforts to show our people the wants of the cause of God, and to open before them the need of using means that God has entrusted to them to advance the work of the Master both at home and abroad. Unless those who can help in —— are aroused to a sense of their duty, they will not recognize the work of God when the loud cry of the third angel shall be heard. When light goes forth to lighten the earth, instead of coming up to the help of the Lord, they will want to bind about His work to meet their narrow ideas. Let me tell you that the Lord will work in this last work in a manner very much out of the common order of things, and in a way that will be contrary to any human planning. There will be those among us who will always want to control the work of God, to dictate even what movements shall be made when the work goes forward under the direction of the angel who joins the third angel in the message to be given to the world. God will use ways and means by which it will be seen that He is taking the reins in His own hands. The workers will be surprised by the simple means that He will use to bring about and perfect His work of righteousness. Those who are accounted good workers will need to draw nigh to God. They will need the divine touch. They will need to drink more deeply and continuously at the fountain of living water, in order that they may discern God's work at every point. Workers may make mistakes, but you should give them a chance to correct their errors, give them an opportunity to learn caution, by leaving the work in their hands.
Pray for the Latter Rain

Many have in a great measure failed to receive the former rain. They have not obtained all the benefits that God has thus provided for them. They expect that the lack will be supplied by the latter rain. When the richest abundance of grace shall be bestowed, they intend to open their hearts to receive it. They are making a terrible mistake. The work that God has begun in the human heart in giving His light and knowledge must be continually going forward. Every individual must realize his own necessity. The heart must be emptied of every defilement, and cleansed for the indwelling of the Spirit. It was by the confession and forsaking of sin, by earnest prayer and consecration of themselves to God, that the early disciples prepared for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost. The same work, only in greater degree, must be done now. Then the human agent had only to ask for the blessing, and await for the Lord to perfect the work concerning him. It is God who began the work, and He will finish His work, making man complete in Jesus Christ. But there must be no neglect of the grace represented by the former rain. Only those who are living up to the light they have will receive greater light. Unless we are daily advancing in the exemplification of the active Christian virtues, we shall not recognize the manifestations of the Holy Spirit in the latter rain. It may be falling on hearts all around us, but we shall not discern or receive it.

At no point in our experience can we dispense with the assistance of that which enables us to make the first start. The blessings received under the former rain are needful to us to the end. Yet these alone will not suffice. While we cherish the blessing of the early rain, we must not, on the other hand, lose sight of the fact that without the latter rain, to fill out the
The Most DEVASTATING TESTIMONIES OF ALL as we grind to the END of the PICTURE. Instead of the GLIB ASSURANCES of the PLEASING FABLES by the LAODICEAN "PEACE AND SAFETY!" FALSE PROPHETS - instead of their ASSURANCES that "THEY" will give the "LOUD CRY!" They will NOT even know - WHAT IT IS! And they will "HATE IT!" when it comes! TM 300,409,507. What does "CONTRARY TO ALL HUMAN (FROOM-HOUTEFF) PLANNING" MEAN - ??? TM 300. THE CHURCH has made such a MESS of it that the Lord takes CHARGE of the WORK "HIMSELF!" as he "PASSES BY!" the "SHUT DOOR" CHURCH and "GATHERS" the "OUTCASTS!" Those who have wanted "HEALTH REFORM!" will "GO IN ADVANCE OF US!" Not those who MOCK GOD - ??? "IN OUR PULPITSi!" Not "OUT!" of it! TM 409. The "LOUD CRY!" will "COME!" the "LOUD CRY!" will "GO!" and they will neither "KNOW!" it nor "RECEIVE!" it! IMAGINE! A WHOLE LIFE WASTED! TM 507.

YOU COULD START TO CHANGE THE TREND - RIGHT NOW - !!!

"NOT 1 in 100 UNDERSTAND FOR THEMSELVES..." (TODAY IT IS MORE LIKE NOT 1 IN 1,000!) Those who do "UNDERSTAND!" have been BOOted OUT! About 395,000 EVERY 5 YEARS - BY THEIR OWN FIGURES! 1/4 - 25% - every 10 Years! "THE CHURCH!" OUTSIDE of "THE CHURCH!" IS MUCH BIGGER THAN "THE CHURCH!" IN "THE CHURCH!" Although the PROUD and HAUGHTY "PHARISEEsi!" (She called them "PHARISEEsi!" 33 TIMES IN "1888 MATERIALsi!" See T3:193. And if THAT is not plain enough - try T1:331 to 340.)

+++=+==+=+=+=+=+===

AFTER 40 YEARS OF FROOM! (1933 to 1973) many will still have Ringing in their Ears - "DEAL IN THE "POSITIVE!" DO NOT DEAL IN THE "NEGATIVE!" FROM SCAVAGED THAT FROM "NORMAN VINCENT PEALE" but PEALE became ALARMED at the USE the POPULAR PSYCHOLOGISTS WERE MAKING OF THAT SLOGAN that HE was FORCED TO WRITE IN the "CORONET" MAGAZINE - "THE NEED OF THE POSITIVE "NO!" - but, of course - that would NEVER appear in any Adventist Publication. THEY PREFER "FROOM!" -
That cheap "Odom Index" left out over 200 "condemn" S of the "living god!" only on those who "sigh and cry be done "in the church!" "mark this point with care.

Find them.

"the friend of god"

"the friend of god." such men approve that which god approves and condemn that which he condemns." 4t 615.
4t 173,185,396,180,200.
3t 254. 5t 592.

"the friend of god"

"the friend of god." such men approve that which god approves and condemn that which he condemns." 4t 615.
4t 173,185,396,180,200.
3t 254. 5t 592.

"the friend of god"

"the friend of god." such men approve that which god approves and condemn that which he condemns." 4t 615.
4t 173,185,396,180,200.
3t 254. 5t 592.

This is "no name" printing. Put out years ago. The plan was to cut these out (like tac-looking each other so no one can see what is written - if someone says: "yes but!" (like a billy goat "butting!"") "mrs. white says: "do no condemn!" hand him/her one.
"THE FRIEND OF GOD"
"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNED. 4T 615.
4T 173,185,396,180,200.
3T 254. 5T 592.

"THE FRIEND OF GOD"
"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNED. 4T 615.
4T 173,185,396,180,200.
3T 254. 5T 592.

"THE FRIEND OF GOD"
"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNED. 4T 615.
4T 173,185,396,180,200.
3T 254. 5T 592.
DEAD OR ALIVE! But yet we believe that ELLEN WHITE was indeed "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" when she wrote those 17 pages. Let's turn and look at them. EVERY STEP OF THE WAY - the PSYCHOLOGISTS have ARGUED THEM AWAY - been nibbling away at them so there is nothing LEFT for them to NIBBLE AT - there is only ONE SURE CURE - !!! EITHER ACCEPT THEM as they take you STEP by STEP to what the CHURCH-LEADERS will do - or we will WAIT till the DAY OF JUDGMENT rolls around and "YOU!" (MY DEAR SIR OR MADAM!) will find these 17 pages are DEFINITELY "POSITIVE!" You will be left STRANDED on the SHORES OF TIME! This is made POSITIVELY plain in EW 282. GC 656. And if you want a bit more - try EW 69 and T5:211 and DO NOT TRY to WAFFLE your way OUT-OF-IT - !!! That will not CHANGE ANYTHING! CHANGING THE BOOKS WILL NOT HELP EITHER. OR PAYING THE WAGES OF A SUPER-PSYCHOLOGIST will not CHANGE ANYTHING EITHER! (of course we know MOST of you will not "BOther!" to turn to EW 282 - GC 656. Or if you do try to "PROVE US WRONG!" and you TEAR THOSE REFERENCES APART in FURY and RAGE! That will not help you - either. WE ARE TALKING ABOUT WHAT THOSE REFERENCES ARE TALKING ABOUT!)

THE END OF THE ROAD - !!!

When no PSYCHOLOGIZING will CHANGE ANYTHING! Then you will face the POSITIVE TRUTH - !!! We think you should face it - "NOW!" "TODAY!"

YOUR 1911 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" 443 to 445.

If you are obtaining information from VANCE FERRELL and others WARNING us of the ADVENTIST CHURCH taking us into the LIMIT of "BRAIN-WASHING" PSYCHOLOGY also known as the "OMEGA!" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO!) THEY ARE AT THE LIMIT WHEN THEY RESORT TO TEACHING "HUN- DREDS!" "THOUSANDS!" OF THEIR MINISTERS - "HUMANIST PSYCHOLOGY" - "CHURCH GROWTH" - NLP ("NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING") - "JOHN SAVAGE'S LAB I and LAB II" - "ERICKSON REGRESSIVE HYPNOSIS" - "BRINSMED "UNCON- SCIOUS-SUBCONSCIOUS" - "THAT ONLY A FOOL WILL DENY!" - (WHERE DID IT GET HIM?) - FORD USES SOME OF THE SAME TERMS! - "LEAD CONSULTANTS" - "NEW AGE" - "SPIRIT GUIDES" - "CELEBRATION ENTERTAINMENT" - until you get
"HOOKED!" - until you CANNOT! (But you will THINK you can!) BREAK AWAY! - it was in "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" ALL THE TIME! NO ONE TOLD YOU WHAT TO LOOK FOR! (THE PREACHERS WARNED YOU NOT TO LISTEN TO THE "DEVIL-POSSESSED") GC 607 (424).

IF YOU HAD READ THE BOOKS - INCH BY INCH -
TO BREAK AWAY!" GC 558. "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER. IT IS ABOUT TIME WE LISTENED TO WHAT "SPIRITUALISM" WILL BE TEACHING! UNLAWFUL - ILLICIT - ILLEGAL - "LOVE UNLIMITED!" (THERE IS NO LIMIT TO "LOVE?" (HEPPENSTALL - FORD - BRINSMEAD - FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT.) We thought that was the LIMIT! But no! There was still another MILE they could go - WILSON and HAL LINDSEY (His book p.219) "LOVE!" is now "UNCONDITIONAL!" ALL THIS HAD A START - SOMEWHERE - !!!!

THE TRANSITION FROM AN INNOCENT "LOVING LAMB!"

"INTO A DRAGON!" GC 442. (AND THE NEXT PAGE TELLS US WHERE IT STARTED - "THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT!" B7:61.) NATURALLY it would HAVE TO BE to LOSE: "THE SPIRIT AND POWER OF GOD!" (HOW TO MANAGE THAT - ????) Easy. Just go by NICHOLS who THREATENED ME WITH "LAW!" And an ANGEL reached in and RUPTURED the MAIN ARTERY that leaves the HEART - and pumped his Heart dry in SECONDS! He never, THREATENED anyone ever again! And it seems so FITTING - they "LOSE!" the "SPIRIT and POWER OF GOD!" by keeping "X-MASS and EASTER!" and NICHOLS was the one that brought that INTO THE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" So why should he not go on a very "GOOD FRIDAY!" as he SCHEMED what else he could do - to put a STOP to the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY!" There was a "STOP!" put - to HIM! May there be many HAPPY RETURNS! SOON TO START! WHOLESALE! GC 443. (Did you MARK what else it says on the SAME PAGE - ??? They go to the "CIVIL GOVERNMENT!!!")

THIS IS THE BEGINNING AND ALSO THE END!

FROM A "LAMB!" TO A "DRAGON!" JUST LIKE THE JEWS - "GOD'S PROFESSED" PEOPLE - EXPECTED THE SAVIOUR - and "CRUCIFIED HIM!" when He came!
SO NOW LET US GO STEP BY STEP -

SO "APOTASY" IN THE NATIONS - THE OTHER CHURCHES - ???
"SO APOTASY IN "THE CHURCH" WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR
"THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. WAFFLE - EXPLAIN
- DENY - call us all Kinds of NAMES! FIND it on page
11 of this Paper. TEAR IT OUT - !!!! SMEAR IT OVER - !!!!
It is still THERE! in MULTI-MILLION COPIES ALL OVER
THE WORLD AND IN MANY LANGUAGES! Oh! It will take
some one with a TONGUE as SLICK as FROOM'S to deny it
- but it is still "WRITTEN!"

OH! HOW MANY WILL REFUSE TO

"LOOK AND LIVE!" AND THE SERPENT -

"THE GENERATION OF VIPERS!" carry on UNTIL THE
WARNING! "THE LOUD CRY!" is THAT FINAL WARNING BE-
FORE THE LORD LOWERS THE BOOM ON THEM! BEFORE THE
"LOUD CRY!" they were WARNED to "GO YE "OUT!" to meet
Him!" But they THOUGHT they had cause to "HATE!" that
and those who BROUGHT IT!

SO WE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE -

to see what they did - !!! Instead of "SEPARATION"
from the CHURCH and from the WORLD - the HARLOT of
18:250 OFFERS "LOVE!" and "KISSES!" - "WHAT I LIKE
ABOUT...!" And so they "DIALOGUE!" BARNHOUSE and
(CHARISMATIC "HOLY ROLLER!" TONGUES) WALTER MARTIN!
Who would want to UNITE with HIM - ??? (FORD!) And ALL
the ADVENTIST MINISTRY - it was here for over 100
Years - "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" (BERLIN, GERMANY.
1966 all set for BILLY GRAHAM'S "KEY'73!" WHAT A
DISGRACE! "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" TEACHING "IN COM-
p.20. "IN COMMON WITH ALL CHRISTIANITY!" So they
crawl on the PLATFORMS of the "HOLY (PENTECOSTAL!)" ROLLER PLATFORM - SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR - with the
"VOICE" people - We asked for and RECEIVED 2,000
COPIES of that "VOICE" MAGAZINE ("THE SPIRIT!!" DID NOT
TELL THEM THAT I WAS AN ENEMY - !!!) 2,000 COPIES of
"VOICE!!" SEPTEMBER 1962. Where RICHARDS and ANDERSON
and VANDEMAN and a DOZEN OTHERS crawled on the Plat-
FORM "IN COMMON!" GC 445. And the NEXT MOVE in the
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ON-GOING DRAMA? 1969 "IN COMMON!" (AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION!) NEXT YEAR - 1970 the "IN COMMON!" MAXWELL BOOK that does not have a VESTAGE of "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" in it! JUST THE "LOVE-SLOBBER!" of the T8:250 "HARLOT!" But we pass it by and if any OBJECT - ??? CAST THEM OUT! 395,000 EVERY 5 YEARS! And then HOLLER AFTER THEM: "WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" But the SHEEP turned DRAGON is found in GC 42 to 445. And somewhere in there we have to find them "APPEALING TO LAW!" to "PROTECT!" some LOUSEY "NAME!" if you have "SERIES B 2 and 7" - see what THAT SAYS about: "THOU HAST A "NAME!" that thou LIVEST, and art "DEAD!"...There is nothing MORE DANGEROUS... than to have MERELY A "NAME!" Series B7:28. (NO WONDER THEY MOVED HEAVEN AND EARTH TO GET RID OF THAT BOOK!) BURNT 2 TRUCK-LOADS! I CANNOT UNDERSTAND FOR THE LIFE OF ME - how the MINNIES fall in Line to AT-ONCE-OBEY! The Voice of some CONSTIPATED OLD FOSSIL FROM THE "WHITE (WASH!) ESTATE!" (There was ONE - who DID NOT "OBEY!")

(FROM GC 442 to 445 they "OBEYED!")

(JUST AS IT IS WRITTEN! STEP BY STEP!)

0000000000000

NOW WHAT CAN WE FIND IN GC 606 TO 608?

You know there are MILLIONS of ADVENTISTS who BOUGHT THE BOOK and READ THE BOOK "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" and NO ONE TOLD them "THE CHURCH!" will KEEP "SUNDAY!" NICHOLS led them into it every "ASHTORETH" (EASTER!) PK 229,255,282. (SEE INDEX!) PP 487. TM 410. NO ONE CAN UNDERSTAND "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" GC 594. until they UNDERSTAND "THAT!" We are talking about "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" As long as THEY THINK they are going to "FINISH THE WORK!" when they keep "SUNDAY!" BEFORE THEY HAVE TO - !!! The "STORM!" was only "APPROACHING!" Now this is WHERE we have to go into "CHANGES IN THE BOOK!" URIAH SMITH liked "FORCE!" so much - he put it in your 1911 GC 448 and 449 - Clustering around "AN IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" - 6 TIMES WHERE ELLEN WHITE NEVER HAD IT ONCE - !!! She had it ONCE! (1884 GC 282) when the MESSAGE turns to the WORLD! YOU NEED NO "FORCE!" to get the "MARK OF THE
BEAST!" ON EASTER "SUN-RISE!" MORNING! "CHOOSE!"

449 (282.)

WE REALLY CANNOT DEAL WITH ANY SUBJECT -

in the "SOP" without crossing over - INTERLOCKING with OTHER SUBJECTS as they are all RELATED. But in this MAJOR and DETAILED SUBJECT of: "THE SEALING!" to "THE LOUD CRY!" we must cover:

00000(1) Is there a "SIGN!" or CHRONOLOGY OF "TIME!" that we can come to a "DATE!" DR. RUE would give END-LESS SPACE to try to zero in on "TIME!" and as we all know - it was "AN EXERCISE IN FUTILITY!" (As the SOP said it would be!) DISAPPOINTMENT after DISAPPOINTMENT only resulted in many THROWING OUT THE "SOP" ALTOGETHER! (As she said they would! SM 1:186 to 192. MAGEN 6.)

SO WE ARE LEFT WITH SOMETHING MUCH MORE IMPORTANT - !!

"EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER! GC 594. "HISTORY REPEATED!"


00000(3) A MAJOR QUESTION! SHOULD NOT BE! but Today this people is so BLINDED by the DEVIL that almost ANYONE can come up with ANYTHING and gain a FOLLOWING. WHAT DO WE MEAN BY THAT - ???

00000(4) ACCEPTING that there is an "OMEGA!" that this is the CLOSE OF ADVENTIST PROBATION - FOLLOWED BY "THE LOUD CRY!" FOLLOWED BY THE CLOSE OF ALL PROBA-
TION! FOLLOWED BY "7 LAST PLAGUES!" HOW CAN THE "HEPPENSTALL (ILLUMINATI) FOUNDATION!" hold out a BRIE of MILLIONS of $'s for BRINSMED and WRIGHT (AND...???) in 1972 DROP their OWN RELIGION of MANY YEARS RUNNING and give us: "CHARACTER!" GIVEN "AS A GIFT!" WHEN "CHRIST-MESSIAH" COMES. To fit in with the "JEISH TALMUD!" and most ALL the CHURCHES OF "BABYLON!"

000000000(5) WILL ADVENTISTS HOLD OVER-FLOW MEETINGS - PROBATION WIDE-OPEN! or will "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" be IN THE MOUNTAINS - SWAMPS - DESERTS - "ISOLATED PLACES - ???


SHOULD WE HAVE DROPPED "DEAD!" RATHER THAN WRITE THIS PAPER - ???. WE COULD DROP "DEAD!" THAT WOULDN'T CHANGE ANYTHING - !!! THE TRUTH WOULD GO ON - !!! WHAT IS THE TRUTH - ???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY.
SELF-CONDEMNATION!
AN EXERCISE IN DECEPTION!

March 27, 1992

GOD'S LAST DAY BLESSING -
is on those who "COME APART AND BE YE "SEPERATE!"

YOU WILL FIND THAT IN:

THE BIBLE: "I SAW ANOTHER ANGEL COME DOWN FROM HEAVEN, having GREAT POWER, and the Earth was LIGHTENED with his GLORY!" Rev. 18:1.

THE TESTIMONIES: "I SAW ANOTHER ANGEL COME DOWN FROM HEAVEN, having GREAT POWER, and the Earth was LIGHTENED with his GLORY!" 1884 GC 421. GC 603. T9:40. - 39 -
TELL THE TRUTH OF WHAT IS "LIGHT?" DID YOU KNOW - DO YOU AGREE - that showing them "ALL" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" is "LIGHT" from "HEAVEN?" How could it be "LIGHT FROM HEAVEN!" with all the "JEFF REICHS" - and "TY GIBSONS" - and "DAVID BAUERS" - and "RON SPEARS" - and "HANS DIEHLS" - and "COLIN STANDISHS" - and "JOHN GROSBOBLS" and "MARSHALL GROSBOBLS" and "ROBERT J. WIELAND" - and the "EAGER-BEIVERS" who MASQUERADE under the DECEPTION of being an: "1888 MESSAGE STUDY COMMITTEE" - "JOHN OSBORNE" - "FORD" - "JAMES WANG" - "CALEB ALONSO" - "FRANK and LEE COLEMAN" - "NEWELL HAMMOND" - "BOB SESSLER" - and 10,000 OTHER SDA MINISTERS OR WRITERS NOT WORTH MENTIONING - who, in various DEGREES who REFUSE TO GIVE A "MORE POINTED TESTIMONY THAN JOHN-THE-BAPTIST" - who "SPARE" them and themselves - or SHOVEL INTO THE BIN - (AS DO THE PRINCES OF "BABYLON!!") - "LOVE!" ABOVE "LAW!" THE "LAST MESSAGE!" is NOT the "GREATEST THREATENING EVER GIVEN TO MAN!" but is a "MESS!" of a "MESSAGE!" dealing in "LOVE!"

NO CONDEMNATION! NO FINDING "FAULT!"

THE PLOY OF "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" 1933 to 1973. HE WAS STRUCK DOWN IN THE MIDDLE OF IT! Does that mean "NOTHING!" to you - ??? Or the CREEPS that "CREEP INTO HOUSES LEADING "SILLY WOMEN ASTRAY!" (With "LOVE!" of course! PREACH IT AND PRACTICE IT!)

THE BIBLE: (THIS IS "LIGHT?" "BABYLON...is become the HABITATION of DEVILS, and the HOLD of EVERY FOUL SPIRIT, and a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD...And I hear ANOTHER VOICE from Heaven, saying, "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not PARTAKERS of her SINS, and that ye RECEIVE NOT of her PLAGUES...("LOVE UNLIMITED!" "UNCONDITIONAL!"!) HER PLAGUES COME IN ONE DAY, DEATH, and MOURNING, and FAMINE, and she shall be utterly BURNED WITH "FIRE!"

Rev. 18.
THE TESTIMONIES: (REPEATING THE SAME AND THEN:)
"...with the ADDITIONAL MENTION of
the "CORRUPTIONS!" which have been ENTERING THE
(ADVENTIST) CHURCHES SINCE 1844!" 1884 GC 421.

CAN YOU FIND THAT IN YOUR VARIOUS TRANSLATIONS

OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY?" just as you get down to some-
thing that MATTERS - ??? Or do you find the very
PLEASING DIVERSION into: "...CORRUPTIONS...entering
the VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS that constitute "BABYLON!"
(WHAT A HOAX! and a SECOND HOAX!) POINTING that back
to 1844 when the TEXT plainly says this has been
"ENTERING THE CHURCHES SINCE - SINCE - SINCE 1844!"
1884 GC 421.

BUT HOW MUCH NICER TO LEAVE OUT THE

"ONE AND ONLY!" and HEAP it all unto the OTHER
CHURCHES! And all the ADVENTIST MINISTRY since KNEE-
HIGH TO A GRASS-HOPPER cannot seem to look over the
huge "DUNG HEAP" in the "GORILLA ROOM!"

A Minister can tell the TRUTH - and yet be telling a
LIE - !!! TAKE VANCE FERRELL and a recent Paper in
which he (AT LAST! takes after "EASTER!") Now isn't
that a NOBLE WORK - ???. Yes, it is - and it isn't!
What do we mean by that? If he only goes as far (As a
Watchdog to Guard the Estate) goes only as far as the
INSTITUTIONAL or ORGANIZATION CORD will allow him,
maybe it would be better if he kept quiet altogether.

WHAT DO I MEAN BY THAT - ???

If he gives a Run down on EASTER - what he obtained
from a PUBLIC LIBRARY - written by a BABYLONIAN - and
it might be GOOD, even EXCELLENT - but if he STOPS
SHORT of that ORGANIZATIONAL CHAIN - STOPS SHORT from
giving you ALL the TRUTH and NOTHING BUT the TRUTH -
Perhaps we could have done just as well or better
WITHOUT HIM!

WHAT DO I MEAN BY THAT - ???
IF HE KNOWS (but does not tell you) WITHHOLDS INFORMATION because he MIGHT (he just "MIGHT!") get in trouble with his "MEMBERSHIP!" so he SPARES! "Show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS and SPARE NOT!" But he SPARES THEM and HIMSELF! He will get NO CREDIT! He only relieved his CONSCIENCE - but did not do the Job up PROPER! So how much good did it do - ??? If he himself and the people that hear him - will ALL-BE-LOST - !!!!

HOW WILL THEY BE LOST - ???

He DID NOT tell them this is the continuation in EZEKIEL 8 and 9 - the "ABOMINATION" and "SEALING" chapters. That if you do not "SHOW THEM ALL!" you only did HALF-A-JOB! IF, to PROTECT YOUR "MEMBERSHIP" you only went as FAR as that ORGANIZATIONAL CHAIN would let you - you only go AS FAR as the ADVENTIST "POPE" CHAIN will let you - you do not OBEY EW 242. You will NOT find that REFERENCE in the INDEX in EW - you will NOT find that Reference in the OLD INDEX - you will NOT find that REFERENCE in the NEW INDEX - and WHY NOT - ??? Because they do NOT give you enough LIGHT to save your SOUL - !!! If you only obtain the LIGHT that ANYONE CAN OBTAIN IN ANY "CHURCH!" in ANY "COMMENTARY." If you ONLY obtain enough "LIGHT" that you know MORE than your FELLOWS - but if "FAITH!" is "ALONE!" with NO ACTION - NO "WORKS!" your "FAITH!" is "DEAD!" and what is "DEAD!" BURY it and don't mark the Spot! That is what JAMES says in GC 472.

SO IF YOU ARE MUZZLED -

do not tell them that this is CAUSE to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" If you are TERRIFIED of: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" if you cannot BREAK (SNAP!) "THE CORDS!" that BIND you - you have NOT SAVED ANYONE - including yourself! You are a "HAS-BEEN!" You are a "DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK!" That go only as far as the CHAIN - ORGANIZATIONAL CHAIN! You will not SNAP it! As told to do in EW 242. TO BE SEALED! You are only a DECOY OF SATAN - only leading people up to a certain POINT to gain a FOLLOWING - because if you went that EXTRA MILE - you know - and they know - you would LOSE your POPULARITY - OVER-NIGHT! So you tell them to
CONTINUE GOING TO THAT DESOLATE CHURCH - pay TITHE to "DUMB DOG" PREACHERS - T5:211. Get them more PROUD and HAUGHTY than ever - you are a HALF-WAY HOUSE - no BETTER than the PENTECOSTALS and those who practice "NEW AGE" - "CHURCH GROWTH!" sickening "FAITH ALONE!" (AS CONDEMNED IN GC 471 (The page before.) USELESS! COUNTERFEIT! EMPTY SHELL! You are a "NOTHING!" We have CAUSE to be ASHAMED to know you - """" YOU ARE A "SUNDAY KEEPER!" You are a CANDIDATE for "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" ("IN" THE ADVENTIST CHURCH - "!!!") YOU WANT TO BREAK THAT "CURSE!" YOU HAVE TO GET OUT OF THERE! BREAK THE CORDS! EW 242.

THEY ARE NOT CALLED: "BLIND!" FOR NOTHING!

More and More - if you would READ the WRITINGS of these NAMED GENTRY - NOT ONE OF THEM WILL "REPEAT THE "CORRUPTIONS!" and "ABOMINATIONS!" THEREFORE THEY CANNOT-BE-"SEALED!" because they have NO REASON to shovel "OUT!" the "CORRUPTIONS!" not if there is NONE! They are ONLY IN "THE OTHER CHURCHES!"

THERE IS ONLY ONE REMEDY - NO OTHER!

IF THE PILE OF "ABOMINATIONS!" HAS GONE THROUGH THE ROOF! INTO THE VERY "OMEGA!" as HIGH as it can go! There is only ONE REMEDY!" GIVEN IN THE SAME CHAPTER BY: "ANOTHER" ANGEL! "GET OUT OF THERE!" "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" This is no "REFORMATION FROM WITHIN!" NOTHING DOING! NO CLEANING UP THAT PEST-HOLE! The MESSAGE is: "GET OUT OF THERE!"

DO YOU UNDERSTAND ENGLISH - ???

You can WAFFLE - EXPOND - EXEGETE - HERMENEUT - ARGUE - DEBATE - DIALOGUE - ALL-IN-VAIN! The MESSAGE still is and remains: "GET OUT OF THERE!"

"LET THERE BE NO PRESUMPTUOUS DALLYING!"

(1) YOU KNOW the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM was a "DUAL APPLICATION!" - RIGHT?
(2) YOU KNOW "JERUSALEM" is "THE HOLY CITY!" - RIGHT?
1884 GC 188. 1888 GC 266. FOUND MISSING! IN 1911. BIG IMPROVEMENT - """" - 43 -
(3) YOU KNOW they had to DROP EVERYTHING and GET-OUT-OF-THERE! RIGHT? NOT ONLY "OUT!" OF "JERUSALEM!" but also OUT of "JUDAEA!" 1884 GC 32. CLEAR OUT IN THE WILDERNESS!

(4) YOU KNOW THIS "HISTORY" WILL BE "REPEATED!" - RIGHT?

(5) YOU KNOW they messed up the BOOKS - right on that Point! - RIGHT?

(6) YOU KNOW this is the WARNING TO "HIS PEOPLE!" - RIGHT? 1884 GC 38.

(7) YOU KNOW they CHANGED that in their SUBSTITUTE - FAKE - "ERSATZ!" BOOKS - RIGHT? GC 37.

(8) YOU KNOW they CHANGED that to "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" - RIGHT? GC 37.

(9) DID YOU EVER WONDER WHERE "THE WORLD!" IS TO "FLEE!" TO - THE "MOON!" HOW STUPID!

(10) DID YOU EVER WONDER HOW A WHOLE DENOMINATION COULD BE "HOAXED!" "HOOD-WINKED!" by some "UNSAINTIFIED MINISTERS!" IN "OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. DID YOU EVER WONDER WHY THESE SO-CALLED "REFORMATION" PREACHERS BY AND LARGE DO NOT TELL YOU THIS - ??? EVEN INSULT US WHEN WE ASK THEM ABOUT IT - ??? All of a sudden it is no longer "HUMILITY!" "LOVE!" NO LONGER GUSHING WITH "TY GIBSON" and "JEFF REICH" and "ARNET MATHERS" undefined "SIN!" and remote "LOVE!" in "LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS" SPRING 1992. p.14 to 19; 20 to 23; 24 to 28. NOTHING WORTH GOING "OUT TO MEET HIM!" Your "SIN!" is PERSONAL! "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS - BROTHER!" THAT WILL TAKE CARE OF IT ALL! Because the "CHURCH!" is so "HOLY!" and "PURE!" it just HAS to be "MISUNDERSTANDING!" Some VAGUE TAKING of "OFFENSE!" It could not be anything LEGITIMATE! that brings about "DIVISION!" There is ABSOLUTELY NO CAUSE FOR DIVISION that "LOVE!" could not FIX - !!!

(11) THEY FORGET ONE THING - !!! OUR "EVIL SERVANT!" OUR ROW ON ROW of "UNSAINTIFIED MINISTERS!" "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409 - in the NEXT PAGE we need to: "SOUND AN ALARM!" against these "DUMB DOGS!" T5:211. And instead of giving in to them - "COME UP TO THE BATTLE!" TM 410. "EVERY LYING TONGUE WILL BE SILENCED!" "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" certainly does not bring back "JERICHO!"

- 44 -
OLD NICHOLS AND HIS RE-BUILDING "EASTER-ASHTORETH!"

"JERICHO... the center of the worship of ASHTORETH, VILEST and MOST DEGRADING of all CANANITISH forms of IDOLATRY!... AHAZ (JEZEBEL'S) APOSTASY (THE "OMEGA!"). PK. 229, 230, 282. PP. 487. (SEE INDEX! for "EASTER-ASHTORETH!")

IS THAT THE KIND OF "LOVE!" THESE PREACHERS

want to "RESTORE?" APPARENTLY if we look at TM 447 just a few pages on and WHY these "LOVE-PRIESTS!" will NOT BE "SEALED!" WHY "PHILADELPHIA!" "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464; will be "SEALED!" TM 446. And to HIDE this evidence they "CHANGED THE BOOKS!" TM 469. LS 328.

THIS IS HOW TO STUDY:

(1) READ your BOOKS - MARK them.
(2) Then if you come to a Subject like these ROTTEN PREACHERS holding down ROTTEN CHURCHES -
(3) Then you read through your MARKED BOOKS - BEFORE and AFTER - and what a PICTURE UNFOLDS! (A) These ROTTEN PREACHERS "IN OUR PULPITS!" 409. (B) PREACH "LOVE!" and PRACTICE IT! 410. (C) This will wax "WORSE AND WORSE!" until SATAN appears in PERSON. 411. (D) They let go the "ANCHOR!" 412. (EW 256). "MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS!" is the "ANCHOR!" FORNICATORS are not particular about ANYTHING! "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS!" (E) "HEALTH REFORMERS!" will go "IN ADVANCE!" of the likes of THEM! 417. (F) A PLAGUE-PESTILENCE in the "SEALING TIME!" will DECIMATE the EARTH! (AIDS and CANCER.) 420. (G) A HARLOT is one who allows the ADVANCES of "ANOTHER MAN!" 434. (H) What is the SHAPE of YOUR "CHARACTER?" What about THEIRS - ??? 440. (I) "THEY WILL FALL" 441. Do we need that KIND to tell us ANYTHING about "JUSTIFICATION?" "GUSHING "LOVE!" 442. (J) "THE SEALING ANGEL" comes into this Picture. 444. (K) NOW THE WINDS ARE LET LOOSE! 446. (L) PHILADELPHIA SEALED! 446. (M) And those "LOVE HYPOCRITES?" 447. Why they CHANGED the BOOKS. 469.
(O) These PROFESSIONAL WOMEN "FLATTERERS" we do not RANGE under their "BANNER!" NO WAY! 471. (P) These are the Kind that stay with "CUSTOM" (EASTER and X-MASS) and "TRADITION!" 472. (Q) Now we are in "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" 472. (R) But they LIFTED OUT 4 PAGES THERE BECAUSE they were NOT about to give up either "CUSTOM!" or "TRADITION!" 1884 GC 337-340. (S) SALVATION in the Days of NOAH - LOT - and in "THE LOUD CRY!" is to "COME OUT OF HER!" and be "SEPARATE!" It is NOT a matter of "UNDERSTANDING" this TRUTH - it is a matter of "OBEYING!" this TRUTH! (T) THE SCENE IS CAPTURED IN DA 6:34-6. (U) "THE SAME DANGER STILL EXISTS!" DA 309. (V) "All that refuse to be taught of God, hold the "TRADITIONS" of men. They AT LAST pass over on the side of THE ENEMY, AGAINST GOD, and are WRITTEN, "ANTICHRIST!" "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" who UNDERSTAND...are...pressing together in "UNITY!" - ONE WITH JESUS CHRIST. Those who will not practice the LESSONS of CHRIST, but KEEP THEMSELVES to MOLD THEMSELVES, find in "ANTICHRIST" the CENTER of their UNION!" While the TWO PARTIES STAND IN COLLISION, the LORD WILL APPEAR!" SERIES "A" 318. SPECIAL TM 312. (Now out of Print.) THIS SAYS IT ALL - !!!!

MAY 2, 1992

WE SOMETIMES WRITE SHORT PAPERS NOT KNOWING

where we might put them. But since "FALSE DOCTRINE" and "PLEASING FABLES" are RELATED and "LOVE!" captivated EVERYONE so much so that "BABYLON" is depicted as a "HARLOT!" and she would NATURALLY gush over with "LOVE!" we prepared this REVIEW. JEZEBEL - the "LOVE-QUEEN" was out to GET" ELIJAH because he was not IMPRESSED with here ABILITY to hold all ISRAEL captive and is the ENEMY of the LAST DAYS.

SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS

ALL SORTS OF ADVENTISTS fall for the ARGUMENTS of some POWERFUL SPEAKER - and you know what they just about NEVER DO - ??? Since they are in a MESMERIZED STATE -
THRILLED with the DELIGHTFUL PRESENTATION — they are in no MOOD to do what they SHOULD DO — Like the "NOBLE BEREANS" go HOME and STUDY if these things are so. So what would be or should be the FIRST THING you would do — ??? (1) Go to the BIBLE CONCORDANCE, and NOT, as too many are now doing — build their Religion on "STRONG'S CONCORDANCE" whatever "STRONG" says is 100% ON! OTHERS GO BY SOME "BIBLE COMMENTARY!" Do you see what is happening in both Cases — ??? THEY LET SOME ONE ELSE DO THEIR THINKING AND RESEARCHING FOR THEM — !!! By that FORMULA they will END UP believing in HELL and keeping SUNDAY! NOW THAT LAST may seem like a SNIDE REMARK to you — because STRONG will not tell you and FROOM will not tell you and the "BIBLE ALONE!" will not tell you — and that is why the BEST and the LAST "MESSENGERS" of GOD will be: "SWIFT MESSENGERS!" but the FROOMS did not like that so they took it OUT of EW 48 because we are "REQUIRED!" to help speed the "SWIFT MESSENGERS!" in a TIME of "AIDS!" (Or some other WORLD-WIDE "PESTILENCE!"") that will leave DEAD BODIES around the World including the BODIES of "MESSENGERS!" NOT SENT BY GOD! And THAT, of COURSE is in NO "BIBLE!" THE WORLD-WIDE "PESTILENCE!" YES! ISA. 28:22; 10:23; 14:12; 25:33. JER. 8:2. BUT THE BIBLE DOES NOT TELL YOU THAT "HOMOS" WILL GET SO BAD, they will "MAKE SPORT OF THE JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" This is why we re-printed the 2 main PAGES of the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES p.22 and 32. THE BIBLE ALSO DOES NOT SAY you are to help ("REQUIRED!") to help SPEED THOSE "MESSENGERS" that God has SENT!

WHICH MEANS WHAT — ???

WHICH MEANS WE WILL HAVE TO EXERCISE OUR OWN "JUDGMENT!" as to WHO ARE God's REAL "MESSENGERS!" Make a mistake here and it is FATAL! SO SMARTEN UP! And come to HIGHER GROUND than any "CHURCH" is, for the "CHURCH!" will be in such "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" ("IMPENETRABLE!") They will be keeping "SUNDAY!" at this Time! And you never found THAT in no "BIBLE ONLY!" You only found it in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 426. GC 608. But, or course, if you are WISE you will read BEFORE and AFTER to get the CONTEXT and other INVALUABLE DETAILS. Not found anywhere else in this World.
And PERVERTED by ALL "CHURCHES!" NATURALLY. If they did not LISTEN to some MIGHTY MAN - GREAT MAN - LEADING MAN - "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490. NO ONE WILL BE SAVED UNLESS THEY STUDY FOR THEMSELVES! DA 140-1. Of course you wouldn't expect to hear that from any pulpit in the Land: "WE MUST LEARN TO STAND "ALONE!" THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS - THE BETTER!" EW 105. (and 20 more!) (Of course the BIBLE is SWARMING with that WARNING ALSO - from one End to the Other! "They that LEAD thee CAUSE thee to ERR - and those that are LED of them are DESTROYED!" FOLKENBERG will NOT tell you this is in ISA. 9:16; 3:12.

NOR WILL HE TELL YOU THAT "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!"

is the GREATEST SIN in the sight of God! "OF ALL SINS THE MOST HOPELESS - the MOST INCURABLE!" COL 154. It is the "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. Nor will FOLKENBERG as he is SURE that ALL MEANS must come to HIM! will not tell you ONE WORD about any "SWIFT MESSENGERS!" that go PAST the "SUNDAY-KEEPING ADVENTISTS!" GC 608.

AND WE ARE "REQUIRED!" TO "SPEED" THEM

ON THEIR WAY - FOLKENBERG OR NO FOLKENBERG! (REPEAT!) FIND IT IN "THE PRESENT TRUTH" SEPTEMBER 1849. p.32. Or if you have the 6 BIG RAH "ARTICLES" is in BOOK 1:11. This same period of Time, when ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY is also covered in TM 384-5. There the "PESTILENCE!" is called a WORLD-WIDE "CONSUMPTION!" And going BACK to Pt 32 this is DEFINITELY in the "SEALING!" TIME! So we pick up a bit of Truth here and there. This is always the case with INSPIRED WRITINGS. HERE A LITTLE AND THERE A LITTLE.

ONE WAY TO PUT A STOP TO ALL FOLKENBERGS

IN THIS WORLD is to ask them if the "CHURCH!" is PRE-
DICTION to go into they very "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" OR
NOT - ??? And Watch them get PURPLE in the FACE and
in real Danger of a HEART-ARREST as shown in the same
area where it says they will END UP (AFTER THEY ARE
"SEALED!" ON THE WRONG SIDE!) They will keep "SUNDAY!"
Since NICHOLS got them STARTED to keep SUNDAY on
EASTER it will be "POPULAR" as well as "EASY"! T5:81 and if you had WATCHED CAREFULLY this is AGAIN - "IN CONTEXT!" with the "SHAKING-SEALING" TIME! "When TREES without FRUIT are "CUT DOWN!" T5:81. It all has to fit. They "JOIN THE RANKS OF THE OPPOSITION!" GC 608.

THEN THEY WILL WRITE "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!"

IN THE "OMEGA!" SM 1:204-5. Such as "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT! (THE DEVIL!)" What kind of MINISTERS are THESE? "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS ARE ARRAISING THEMSELVES AGAINST GOD! THEY ARE PRAISING "CHRIST!" and the god of this World in the SAME BREATH...Let the "SON OF DECEIT!" and "FALSE WITNESS!" be entertained BY A "CHURCH!" that has HAD (PAST TENSE!) HAS HAD (but has NO MORE!) "A CHURCH" that has HAD "GREAT LIGHT!"...and "THAT CHURCH!" will DISCARD the "MESSAGE!"... MANY (of that Kind!) will stand (as FOLKENBERG SAYS - ONLY IN OTHER PULPITS ???) will stand in "OUR PULPITS!" with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" (WHAT WOULD WE DO WITHOUT "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" that FOLKENBERG is allowing and encouraging to go into LIMBO! AS PREDICTED!) TM 409. And that is CALLED:

"THE FATAL CHOICE!" TM 409. RH 5:263.

(And 20 more!) NO FUMING AND NO CURSING OF "DISSIDENTS!" will change that. TO "CHOOSE" these "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS!" that are "STANDING IN OUR PULPITS!" is a "FATAL CHOICE!" in the "TIME!" of the "OMEGA!" SOON THE "DEAD AND DYING!" will be "ALL AROUND US!" ONLY THOSE who have the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" will be "SHELTERED!" from the "STORM OF WRATH!"

WHY THE WRATH OF GOD IN THIS HOUR?

When WILSON in 1988 follows FROOM by throwing a FENCE around 194 LEADERS around the World plus a "SPECIAL COMMITTEE of 127 CHURCH LEADERS!" "27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS!" 27 paragraphs - all 27 of their NAMES GIVEN in p.v (FOREWORD SECTION which is to OVERWHELM US WITH AWE!) and then p.vii the THEME that is to be CARRIED
THROUGHOUT this 392 page Book of a "NEW ORDER!" The THEME COPY-CATTED from HAL LINDSEY'S "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" p.219.

APOSTATE #1: "GOD LOVES ME UNCONDITIONALLY!" HAL LINDSEY p.219. (L972).
HAMMERED HOME p.vii,6,25,32,274,305,350,356.)

THE DEVIL'S "UNIVERSAL LOVE TRAIN" OF EW 88,263.

THE WHOLE WORLD FALLS FOR IT - "IT SEEMED...THAT THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88. "WE SHALL HAVE TO CONTEND WITH IT FACE TO FACE!" EW 262. "FACE TO FACE with MANIFESTATIONS which they cannot but regard as "SUPERNATURAL!"..."FIRE come down from HEAVEN!"... "WITCHCRAFT!"..."SPIRITUALISM!"...ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF "LOVE!" AND "CHARITY!"...THE REINS OF SELF-CONTROL ARE LAID UPON THE NECK OF LUST!"...SATAN EXULTINGLY SWEEPS INTO HIS NET THOUSANDS WHO PROFESS TO BE FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST!...LIVE AS YOU PLEASE, HEAVEN IS YOUR HOME!" 1884 GC 372-5. "SPIRITUALISM TEACHES... "EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF AND NOT ANOTHER!" (THAT'S THE REASON WHY THEY NEED NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!'")..."THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT, BECAUSE IT IS THE "JUDGMENT OF SELF!...THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" GC 554.

YOU DID NOT KNOW YOUR ADVENTIST MINISTRY

WERE "SPIRITUALISTS!" DID YOU? WHAT ELSE DID YOU THINK THAT "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT!" MEANS - ??? "LOVE is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE OF GOD!"... PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES CAPTIVATE THE SENSES...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, in their own strength, to break the SPELL!" GC 558. "...in the LAST REMNANT OF TIME...to be AWAKENED ONLY by the outpouring of the WRATH OF GOD!" 1884 GC 379.
"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS BELIEVE...!"

"...the CEASELESS "LOVE!" HE BESTOWS ON US...!"
p.274. "CEASELESS!" - is it? "CEASELESS!" These "BORNE!" ADVENTIST PREACHERS FOUNDED NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT - ???. STANDISH - among that BUNCH - hopes to put together "GREAT "SHEPHERD'S RODS!" MULTITUDES?" When it is WRITTEN as plain as it can be WRITTEN - those who have NOT-BEEN-GOING-TO-CHURCH-AT-ALL! will START a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. Will "BEGIN with INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS!" T6:470. "Those who have NOT been living in CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP!" T8:251.

IT IS THE "GATHERING!" OF THE "OUTCASTS!"

"THE REMNANT OF ISRAEL, AND SUCH AS ARE ESCAPED OF THE HOUSE OF JACOB..." ISA. 10:20-1. in a TIME of "CONSUMPTION!" ISA. 10:22-3. FROM ALL THE WORLD! ISA. 11:12. "Go ye "OUT!" to meet Him!" ISA. 37:31-4. He "GATHERETH THE "OUTCASTS!" OF ISRAEL because His "WATCHMEN are BLIND!" they are ALL "IGNORANT!" they are ALL "DUMB DOGS, they cannot "BARK!" SLEEPING... GREEDY DOGS...SHEPHERDS that cannot "UNDERSTAND!" (ALL THIS IN ISA. 56:8-11.)

IT SEEMS THERE WILL BE ANOTHER WORLD WAR -

ADVENTISTS JOINED THE GULF WAR - 2,000 to 2,500 to get $9,000.00 each. So when another WAR STARTS - perhaps with IRAQ again! And the ADVENTISTS will FLOCK there thinking it will AGAIN be a PICNIC! NOT KNOWING WHY SADAAM HELD BACK - but will not HOLD BACK NEXT TIME! and they will be SLAUGHTERED! T1:270 is made to LOOK like they will be SAVED ANYWAY - but read the ORIGINAL RH 1:40 and only those will be SAVED who "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" in a Time when "HOOPS!" are back in STYLE! In a Time of "FAMINE and PESTILENCE!" T1:363366. EW 276. GC 627. T1:268. ENGLAND IS UNPREDICTABLE! T1:259. T5:451. RH 5:390. "AND THERE SHALL BE NO "REMNANT!" OF THEM! JER. 11:22-3. (WITH T1:270 and RH 1:40.)

DO WE GO BY DUMB (VERY DUMB DOGS!) THAT
GOD'S "LOVE!" is "CEASELESS?" SDA BELIEVE p.274. "WITH UNERRING ACCURACY THE INFINITE ONE still keeps an ACCOUNT with ALL NATIONS. While His MERCY is tendered, with calls to REPENTANCE, this ACCOUNT will remain OPEN; but when the FIGURES REACH A CERTAIN AMOUNT which God has FIXED, the ministration of HIS WRATH COMMENCES! (You think about this - just as PROBATION is about to CLOSE and 7 LAST PLAGUES FOLLOW - they come up with "PEACE AND SAFETY!" THE "LOVE!" OF GOD is "UNLIMITED!" with HEPPENSTALL and his FORD and BRINSMEAD. Then the ADVENTISTS GO THEM ONE BETTER! It is "UNCONDITIONAL!" How CRAZY CAN THEY GET - ??)

"When the figures reach a CERTAIN AMOUNT which God has FIXED, the ministration of HIS WRATH COMMENCES. The ACCOUNT IS CLOSED. DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. There is NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY in their behalf!" T5:208. "LOVE!" IS "CEASELESS!" "AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!" There is no one CRAZIER in this World than "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" or those who think they can follow AFTER and pick up the pieces for them! If they would go among "OUTCASTS!" But no! IF THE CHURCH REJECTS THEM - they REJECT them with the SAME UNCONDITIONAL "HATRED!"

GOD HATES NOTHING LIKE HE HATES "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!"

THE GREATEST MIRACLE IN THE WORLD WAS PERFORMED BY GOD WHEN "KORAH, DATAN, AND ABIRAM" DECLARED THE "CONGREGATION!" "HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" The GROUND opened up! This HISTORY to be REPEATED just near the End! SOP 1:300,306. (and 20 more!) STUDY THE SIN OF SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS IN THE CONCORDANCE! IN THE INDEXES! "SELF-ASSERTION!" "SELF-COMPLACENCY!" "SELF-CONCEIT!" "SELF-CONFIDENCE!" "SELF-DECEPTION!" "SELF-DEPENDENCE!" "SELF-DISTRUST!"

"THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN TIMID AND "SELF-DISTRUSTFUL!"

...WILL BE AS DAVID! - willingly do DO and DARE!" T5:81. (AGAIN in what "TIME?!") SC 121. "SELF-EXALTATION!" "SELF-GLORIFICATION!" "SELF-IDOLATRY!" "SELF-IMPORTANCE!" "SELF-JUSTIFICATION!" "SELF-LOVE!" "SELF-PITY!" "SELF-PLEASING!" "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!" "SELF-SEEKING!" "SELF-SERVING!" "SELF-SUFFICIENCY!"

ONE PERSON ALONE - CAN BE FULLY PERSUADED

that he should not feel he is "SAVED!" But if you want to find a "GROUP!" And get "CONSSENSUS OF OPINION!" you will NEVER - NEVER - NEVER find it on this Earth! WITH ONE VOICE ALL RELIGIONS WANT: "I AM SAVED!" DR. JOHN WRIGHT said with great satisfaction when at the HOPE, BRITISH COLUMBIA CAMP MEETING - THE SPEAKER WANTED TO SEE WHO FELT HE WAS "SAVED!" DR. JOHN WRIGHT LOOKED AROUND AND EVERY HAND WAS UP - BUT HIS OWN! HE ONLY BELIEVED HE WAS "SINLESS!" LIKE FRED BEGUILE WRIGHT OF AUSTRALIA - HE WAS "SINLESS!" FOR 10 SOLID YEARS!

I TOLD HIM A PERSON COULD PERHAPS IMAGINE

HE HAD COMMITTED NO "PHYSICAL" SIN - but what about SIN IN DOCTRINE? SIN OF THE MIND? THAT IS WHY - CHRIST LOOKING ON THE SCENE SAID: "THE HARLOTS AND PUBLICANS GO INTO THE KINGDOM - BEFORE YOU SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES!" THE HARLOTS AND PUBLICANS WERE ASHAMED OF THEMSELVES - for them there was MORE HOPE! But you will find it ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE for ANYONE to want to hear ONE WORD against "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!" "HOW I LOVE TO PROCLAIM IT!" You stand ALONE! MORE ALONE than you think!

1893 JONES IN THE GANGSTER CITY OF CHICAGO

became so "PUFFED-UP IN HIS FLESHY MIND" after being HONORED by ELLEN WHITE that he was RIGHT to a limited Degree. (NOT KNOWN BY MOST - but she did the SAME with CANRIGHT - BALLANGER - KELLOGG - DANIELLS - URIAH SMITH - and many others - ENCOURAGING them. Does that mean they are "INFA LLIBLE" from then on - ???) Once a man gets a little HONOR and LEAVES the LESSONS he has
LEARNED - and becomes AMBITIOUS and begins to IMAGINE he is a "SOMEONE!" (And especially if he has SOME ONE who ENCOURAGES HIM (There usually ALWAYS IS!)) Often a NEW WIFE will turn his HEAD and it may take YEARS before he gets on Track again (if he ever does!)

THAT OTHER PARTY OR PARTIES ENCOURAGES HIM that he should STRIKE OUT for a BIGGER FOLLOWING. This, of course - would mean begin to Teach what is MORE POPULAR! AS JONES DID - BALLANGER was there and fell like a Ton of Bricks for JONES and his NEW-FOUND "FAITH!" that he was: "SAVED!"

ELLEN WHITE WAY OFF IN "NEW ZEALAND"

and AUSTRALIA from DECEMBER 1891 to 1900. SENT A.T.JONES A WARNING MESSAGE APRIL 9, 1893 (SM 1:377) when he was getting IDEAS from BABYLONISH SOURCES the same as BRINSMEAD-FORD FROM HEPPENSTALL - the delectable DRINK from the "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" BOTTLE CANCELS OUT

BUILDING OF "CHARACTER!" THE "WORK!"

OF A "LIFE TIME!" AS PLAIN AS IT CAN BE WRITTEN - what she WARNED in 1893 she put in a Book - 1900 - COL 154 - "I AM SAVED!" - "...of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are: "SAVED!" THIS IS MISLEADING!" "...OUR ONLY SAFETY in in constant DISTRUST OF SELF!" COL 154-5.


BUT SO POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL - LIKE "DRUGS!" - once they give themselves over to a TRADITION, they will EXPEL "MILLIONS!" rather than give in an INCH! ONCE they ACCEPT A POSITION - ONCE it becomes "GENERAL
CONFERENCE POLICY!" They can NEVER go back! They can NEVER give up - just like SATAN IN HEAVEN! They have to BULL it through - right to the END! And YOU are the "OFFSHOOT!" They are going to EAT more than their WORDS before this is over. TO PROVE THAT POINT I HAVE TO QUOTE - ONLY ONE REFERENCE! "THEY WORSHIPPED AT OUR FEET!" EW 15. WTF 12, 14. EW 30, 37, 124.

So you can get a BIG FOLLOWING - you can win "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" You can GLORY in your SUCCESS as SATAN did in Heaven - you can WIN the "WHOLE WORLD!" but you will turn to ASHES as the VERIEST SINNER. It will gain you "NOTHING!" YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS - ??? You DELIBERATELY teach what the "SENSELESS RABBLE!" do not want!

WE HAVE SEEN THEM COME - WE HAVE SEEN THEM GO!

They learn so much and then get "PUFFED UP!" in their FLESHY MINDS that they "KNOW SO MUCH!" but all the time they KNOW - this will NEVER be POPULAR - so they try to take TRUTH in one Hand and tie it together with POPULARITY with the other! Put NEW WINE in OLD BOTTLES.

THERE IS NO WAY OF TAKING SOLEMN TRUTH -

and making it POPULAR! Not with this "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" CALL A GROUP TOGETHER and try to get "CONSENSUS OF OPINION!" and your "RELIGION!" is GONE! AS JAMES WHITE SAID ON ONE OCCASION: IF YOU WANT TO ESTABLISH DOCTRINE - "BY THE SHOW OF HANDS!" you will have to ADOPT the "GREATEST ABSURDITIES!"

YOU WILL END UP WHERE JONES-WAGGONER-BRINSMEAD-FORD ended up. ONCE YOU CHAMPION THE KING-PIN OF BABYLONIANISM - "I AM SAVED!"

STANDING OPPOSED TO THAT IS "CHARACTER BUILDING!"

The "WORK!" of a "LIFE-TIME!" So if "I AM SAVED!" at
this BILLY GRAHAM "CRUSADE!" then, of course - there is no "LIFE-TIME!" of "WORK!" behind me, so it has to be "BY FAITH (AND STUPIDITY!) ALONE!" Then the next Step is "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" ONE DOMINO FALLS AFTER THE OTHER!

I AM SURE THAT MOST ALL "ADVENTISTS! -

reading SM 1:377 will conclude that JONES NICELY "REPTENED!" and ACCEPTED THE WARNING! NO! HE DID NOT! He went ON and ON until he landed in "LIVING TEMPLE!" PANTHEISM! Till the DAY he DIED! (SEE APPENDIX TO OLSON BOOK - "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY!") "WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES AND WAGGNER - ????" WE-KNOW-OF-NO-ONE-WHO-WILL-ACCEPT-OR-QUOTE-THAT - ??? NO! NOT ONE! For a short time there may be one or two - but they are SLAPPED in the FACE WHEREVER THEY GO - that they soon DROP IT! So if YOU are STRAIGHT on the TRUTH and find yourself ALL ALONE - you are not the only one. But that's all there will be - ONE here and ONE there! Don't TRY to get TOO BIGGETY for your BREECHES! AS JONES DID! AS KELLOGG DID! AS CANRIGHT DID! AS WE KNOW A DOZEN CONTEMPORARY ONES DID - ??? It is an INTOXICANT! They get AMBITIOUS! SWELL-HEADED! ENCOURAGED BY "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!"

YOU CAN NEVER EXPECT TO GET A GROUP TOGETHER
to drop "I AM SAVED!" FORGET IT! IMPOSSIBLE! Only ONE HERE and ONE THERE - few and FAR BETWEEN - around the World! And they are the ONLY ONES that will be SEALED "AS IN THE DAYS OF LOT-NOAH!" "BROAD IS THE WAY!" AND WHY NOT - ??? If you want a BIG MULTITUDE - what will you do with them? They will soon be OUT-OF-CONTROL! SOME EAGER-BEAVER will come in the midst and take them away with the POPULAR DOGMAS. And the most part "KNEW NOT WHAT WAS PIPED OR HARPED - or wherefore they were come together!"

EXPECT NOTHING ELSE AND SAVE YOUR OWN SOUL!

GC 142. EW 105.

- 56 -
GATHER STRENGTH FROM THEIR WEAKNESS
AND
COURAGE FROM THEIR UNBELIEF. T5:136.

AIDS AND LIFE. LIFE AND DEATH.
April 27, 1992

(I do not start off by saying: "I THINK!") No, I am NOT going to PUSSEY-FOOT at all and worry about how many COMPROMISERS I OFFEND. Who say (when they have nothing else to say) "HE IS TOO OUTspoken!" That, of course - says it all. He is too outspoken. ELIJAH was a LITTLE MORE than just OUTspoken. He had a SWORD and knew how to use it. But he was CLEAN before the Lord. HIS BAAL-PRIEST ENEMIES (POPULAR CHURCH-LEADERS - "DUMB (VERY DUMB) DOGS that would not BARK!") As we come to the END of the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST MINISTRY" as recorded Step by Step in T5:210-3 - we SHOULD be STARTLED (so we NEVER forget it - NEVER lay these WORDS aside:) The "SPIRIT!" of "ELIJAH!" The "SPIRIT!" of "GOD!" At the END it will be "THE SPIRIT!" of the "ANGELS!" And what is that SPIRIT - ???

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!"

IF YOU KNOW THE WHOLE STORY ABOUT "AIDS!" and consider ONE THING ALONE! That the GOVERNMENT (POLITICIANS) SUCCEMBED to the PRESSURE of HOMOS and LESBIANS! (Could never understand why "LESBIANS!" would LINE UP with HOMOS! Unless it is "MAGNETIC ATTRACTION") -

LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

AND LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE and LIKE BECOMES like LIKE.
GATHER THE BIGGEST CROWD IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD - ONE MILLION TO NEW YOUR CITY - what would happen if an ATOM BOMB would be DROPPED - RIGHT THERE! When you see the ATOM BOMBS DROPPED - you will know WHY - !!! And WHY the SAINTS will "LEAVE THE CITIES IS MY MESSAGE!" And WHY the OMEGA APOSTATES make NO SUCH PLANS! But they are going to "LEAD!" the INCORRIGABLE "MULTITUDES!" I believe they will. But now BACK to our SUBJECT.

WHEN SANE HEALTH AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS -

call for FORCED "TESTING!" and FORCED "INTERNMENT!" for "AIDS CARRIERS!" It has to be an INSANE ELEMENT (AGENTS OF THE DEVIL!) that do not want them EXPOSED to all the WORLD - the SAME as "LEPROSY!" in the BIBLE! and WHY NOT? WHICH IS MORE DEADLY? WHICH IS MORE CONTAGIOUS? LEPROSY NEVER DID REACH THE PROPORTIONS THIS DEADLY VIRUS IS SOON TO REACH. (Or is that a SECRET ALSO?) Not if you get the RIGHT INFORMATION EVEN FROM MEDICAL AUTHORITIES who are now "FORCED!" to tell THAT TRUTH! as they will soon be "FORCED!" to CONFESS it is soon "OUT OF CONTROL!"

There is no better description of it that the BIBLE and LIFTED OUT of EW 45 by your "KIND!" "PROTECTIVE!" LEADERS! Who did not think a "PESTILENCE!" would leave "DEAD BODIES!" around the FACE OF THE EARTH - neither "GATHERED!" "LAMENTED!" (Who would "LAMENT!" a DISEASED HULK LIKE THAT if he brought it upon himself?) We will leave the ADVENTISTS to put their MEDICAL PERSONNEL AT RISK by ZEROING IN PAST ALL OTHER DENOMINATIONS to THROW THEIR HOSPITALS WIDE OPEN for "HOMOS!" And turn their MEDICAL NURSES and PERSONNEL to CREEP THROUGH THE DISEASE-LADEN CORRIDORS to try to pay off their STUPID DEBT!) ONE STUPID OAF FOLLOWS THE OTHER STUPID OAF. MORE THAN EVER the Word of God comes THUNDERING DOWN:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

RATHER than "MEET HIM!" in that PLACE - it is Written the Lord holds his NOSE as He contemplates the Scene and WHAT do they think they have to "CELEBRATE" ABOUT?
AN INSANE ASYLUM?

SANE HEALTH (MEDICAL) AUTHORITIES SAY:

"TEST!" them! PROVE if they are or are NOT INFESTED! And then treat them accordingly! There could be a DOZEN PLANS RIGHT NOW in the Name of HOMO "RIGHTS!" they want the "RIGHT!" to work as DOCTORS - DENTISTS- NURSES - COOKS - RESTUARANTERS - in fact - EVERYWHERE! Even "CHILD CARE CENTERS!"

WELL, LET THEM! SOON THERE WILL BE

AN ARMY OF THEM - all SENSIBLE AUTHORITIES ADMIT the COST to look after them will be STAGGERING! Now the Question and the Solution is VERY SIMPLE! DRASTIC MEASURES are going to be required EVERYONE AGREES. So now to the SOLUTION. AIDS CARRIERS WANT THE NON-INFECTED TO LOOK AFTER THEM - this, they claim - is their "RIGHT!" So then where there is ONE AIDS CARRIER - there will be TWO! The SOLUTION IS SIMPLE - not requiring a 450-page Book - CLEAR OUT A TOWN (OR A CITY) NO ONE ALLOWED IN THERE EXCEPT "AIDS!" VICTIMS - AIDS DOCTORS - AIDS DENTISTS - AIDS NURSES - AIDS COOKS - NOBODY ALLOWED IN "AIDS TOWN" BUT THEIR OWN KIND! THEY CAN INFECT NO ONE - !!!! They can look after each other until they DROP! HUGE FARMS! RAISE their own PRODUCE as much as possible. BURY THEIR OWN DEAD! RUN THEIR OWN LAUNDRIES! THEIR OWN SWIMMING POOLS - have to have a "HARD-TO-GET!" PASS to get into the TOWN AT ALL! Perhaps MAINLY or ONLY for "VISITOR RIGHTS!" "LEGAL CONSULTANTS!" NO BODY CONTACT! NO ONE CAN GET IN OR OUT - WITHOUT A PASS! STRICT QUARANTINE! FREEDOM INSIDE. HAVE THEIR OWN COUNCIL. VOTE FOR THEIR OWN CHOICE FOR EVERYTHING.

WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH RELIGION - ???

TREAT THEM THE SAME WAY! QUARANTINE THEM! "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" TO BE INFECTED BY A "CARRIER" is JUST AS DEADLY! You should be AFRAID of it as you are of "AIDS!" It's in the BIBLE! SIN and SINNERS are likened to having "LEPROSY!" "AIDS!" is the SAME THING - only WORSE! There is NO CURE! Not seen as CLEARLY nor as QUICK! MOST will not see it
till it if forever TOO LATE! They are beyond the Point of "NO RETURN!" And it can start with a very simple thing - just one little "FALSE DOCTRINE!" and the VIRUS does its deadly work. Christ spoke of it as "THE LEAVEN (VIRUS!)" of the "PHARISEES!" (CHURCH-LEADERS!) He Called His people "OUT!" "OUT!" of "SODOM AND GOMMORAH!" "OUT!" of the "HOLY CITY!" SEPARATION is the ONLY CURE! Did you know the SEALING ANGEL looks for that - BEFORE He puts the "SEAL!" of the "LIVING GOD!" on ANYONE! T5:505. You do not need a BIG SERMON in a BIG CATHEDRAL on this - in fact - you will NEVER HEAR IT THERE! CHRIST - THE VERY SON OF GOD - going down the BACK-ALLEYS with His Disciples - DOGS BARKING - CHILDREN RUNNING - NO INSTITUTIONS - HAD TO BE EVEN CAREFUL IN THE "MARKET PLACE!"

THE CHURCH LEADERS LIKE FOLKENBERG -

HAVE THE NERVE TO LIKEN THEMSELVES TO "PAUL!" 100 TIMES THE SOP CALLED THEM (THE OLD CHURCH!) "PHARISEES!" or "KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM" - STILL "CHURCH-LEADERS!" They did not try to get ANYONE OUT of the Church! They tried to see how HIGH-UP in the CHURCH they could GET! By FLATTERY - the SAME AS FOLKENBERG EMPLOYS - "THE CONGREGATION" (CHURCH-MEMBER IN GOOD AND REGULAR STANDING!) THEY ARE "HOLY EVERY ONE!" You might put JUDAS in that Class also - he RECOGNIZED the SUPERIORITY of the "HIGH-PRIEST!" (FOLKENBERG!) We have a whole ARMY of "JUDASES" TODAY! THEY WANT TO BE WITH WHAT THEY THINK WILL BE "THE WINNING TEAM!" WE SHALL SEE!

IN 1972 HEPPENSTALL ADVANCED THE IDEA -

that "CHARACTER" will be "GIVEN YOU!" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES BRINSMead OPENLY and FRED WRIGHT (as he always was) SNEAKILY - fell for what PAXTON TERMED - standing off and ANALYZING the TEACHING as "AN ANTI-PERFECTION STANCE." was SURPRISED that NO ONE ventured to OPPOSE IT PUBLICLY. That was when we discovered there was a "HEPPENSTALL FOUNDATION" like the "FORD" or the "CARNEGIE FOUNDATION." We saw at once how BRINSMead dipped DEEP into that FUND. As did WRIGHT, but EVASIVELY began to ADD to his PRESS and BUILDINGS. All very mysteriously. MONEY TALKS!
WHAT DOES SUCH TEACHING DO FOR THE CHRISTIAN?

(A) If "CHARACTER!" and "SANCTIFICATION!" is the "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!" that you BUILD - FORM - DEVELOP a "CHARACTER!" That is one thing.

(B) But if it will be up and "GIVEN!" to you on an "AWAKENING PLATTER!" that destroys all INCENTIVE - all AMBITION - the Christian slumps over - gives up - goes into HINDU "KARMA!" SHAKESPEARIAN "FATE!" "IT'S ALL THE SAME - IT'S IN THE GAME! IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW!" (AS STUPID AS A COW!) SORRY, COW!

AN EQUALLY GROSS SIN -

If FORD cannot stand any "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" for the same REASON - that it is left in the Hands of God and the Court in Heaven - but if this "RODS!" FORD of the "ASSURANCE! OF SALVATION!" - that ALSO contributes to a LACKADAISICAL CALLOUS DISREGARD of RESPONSIBILITY and DRIFT with other DRIFT down the Shores of Time. A HAPHAZARD RECKLESS EXISTENCE - even though he might WORK DAY AND NIGHT - but to get GAIN - but no INTEREST whatever to develop the INNER GRACES - for will that not be "GIVEN?" or does he not have it ALREADY - ??? "Oh! How I LOVE to PROCLAIM IT!" It is a STRONG POTENT HIGH OCTANE DRINK - who wants CLEAR COOL WATER - after THAT - ??? The WHOLE WORLD is on that Devil's TRAIN going with the speed of LIGHTNING to PERDITION. EW 88,263.

TEMPORARY - CONDITIONAL "JUSTIFICATION!"

SINS FORGIVEN to see how you will ACT - ??? That is a different matter. But once you feel it is PERMANENT, or is an ACCOMPLISHED FACT! It is of "ALL SINS THE MOST HOPELESS - THE MOST INCURABLE!" COL 154. It is the "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. ALL THE JOY ANYONE NEEDS is the realization that the Plan of Salvation RELEASES YOU FROM the SINS OF THE PAST and OPENS a NEW VISTA for the POSSIBILITIES of the FUTURE! Then along comes another AGENT OF THE DEVIL with some PERVERTED UNDERSTANDING of "FUTURISM!" God is choosing their Delusions. They have become too biggety for their Breeches. LIKE THE PROUD AND HAUGHTY PHARISEES!
They could not bear to hear about any "WOES!" upon "THEM!" They could only stand FLATTERY - COMPLIMENTS - PROMISES of FUTURE GLORY as the RABBIS were only TOO ANXIOUS to DISH OUT! OVER HALF THE "COVENANT!" was "CURSES!" if you did NOT OBEY - but they only wanted to hear of the "BLESSINGS!" That is the way to raise SPOILED BRATS!

TO BE INFECTED WITH AN "UNCURABLE DISEASE!"

Would be a TRAGEDY. But to be INFECTED with FALSE INCURABLE SOPHISTRY is a FAR GREATER TRAGEDY. THE ONE MIGHT NOT BE "INCURABLE!" Or even if it is - you MIGHT STILL BE "SAVED!" IN GOD'S KINGDOM! BUT FOR THE OTHER - the AGENT OF THE DEVIL IS "PRESCRIBING" WITHOUT HEAVEN'S LICENSE! AND OBTAINING MONEY UNDER FALSE PRETENCES. YES! WE ARE TALKING ABOUT A "LICENSED" ORGANIZATION!

"ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, unless kept by the POWER OF GOD, will work UNDER SATAN'S DICTATION to bring MEN under the control of MEN; and FRAUD and GUILE will bear the semblance of ZEAL for truth and for the advancement of the KINGDOM OF GOD. Whatever in our practice is not as open as day, belongs to the methods of the Prince of Evil. His methods are practiced even among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS, who claim to have advanced truth." TM 366. Who have no RIGHT to TITHE! No more than a "HOMO!" has "RIGHTS!" "Thus are men weaving into the web as IMPORTANT TRUTHS a TISSUE OF LIES. This IMAGINARY FOOD that is being prepared for the flock WILL CAUSE SPIRITUAL CONSUMPTION, DECLINE and DEATH." (RH Jan. 22, 1901.) (RH June 18, 1901.) BRISBIN. Paying TITHE to them would be like paying a WHORE that will give you "AIDS!" ONE as DEADLY as THE OTHER! So it says CLEAR AS A BELL: "God has shown me that at THE VERY TIME that the SIGNS of the TIMES are being FULFILLED around us, when we hear, as it were THE TREAD OF HOSTS OF HEAVEN fulfilling their mission, MEN OF INTELLIGENCE, MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING -- which is CONSUMABLE in the DAY OF GOD, and which will decide THEM to be UNFIT to ENTER the mansions above. They have REFUSED to LET GO THE FILTHY GARMENTS they have CLUNG to them as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE. They will lose HEAVEN and an ETERNITY OF BLISS on account of them." TM 446,447.
I think it is Time to spell out - "WHAT IS TRUE RELIGION - ???

*****(1) Yes, we agree it is KEEPING THE SABBATH. That is to say - that is ONE POINT.

*****(2) But that is NOT the ONLY POINT and it is not even the MAIN POINT.

*****(3) WHY DO WE SAY THAT - ??? O.K. We will give it to you straight from the Shoulder.

(A) Didn't the Jews "CLAIM!" to "KEEP THE SABBATH?"
(B) Did they not also "CLAIM!" to look for their "MESSIAH!" to come? (C) And didn't they CRUCIFY!" Him when He did come? (D) So the FIRST QUESTION WE WOULD ASK - which is MORE IMPORTANT - cold "LETTER" of the LAW - or CHRIST? Well, of course - you know the Answer. (E) So we start out ADMITTING that "THE SABBATH" is NOT "EVERYTHING!" - it is only "SOMETHING!"

*****(4) Why do we start out this way - ??? Because too many PREACHERS aim at ONE THING - "SABBATH!" When they get him to "KEEP THE SABBATH!" then they RELAX - he has it made - that is the MAIN THING! (And often the ONLY THING!)

*****(5) THE SABBATH IS NOT EVEN FIRST! WHY IS IT NOT EVEN FIRST? WE could take you to the FIRST THING PRINTED BY THIS DENOMINATION. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES. ONE WRITER AFTER THE OTHER - Vide with each other - which could give the BEST REASON for "KEEPING THE SABBATH?" They got into the RUT of SEEING NOTHING ELSE! THE REASON WHY ELLEN WHITE STOOD BACK and let the MEN do the WRITING was because SATAN KNEW that the Lord would CHOOSE A WOMAN to give HIS MESSAGE because the MEN (BLACK and WHITE - FOY and FOSS) would FAIL and the Lord would choose the "WEAKEST OF THE WEAK!" (And CONTRARY to any DUMB "ADVENTIST PSYCHOLOGISTS" who SNEER at EVERYTHING - the Lord could HEAL her from any and all WEAKNESS that was NECESSARY.)

*****(6) But the REASON WHY she did not write in the EARLY "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES was for 2 good REASONS. (A) FOR A "WOMAN" TO LEAD - what with the "MARY BAKER EDDIES" and other PSYCHIC WOMEN - people would not Listen to a Woman - so the MEN took the PEN.
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(B) THIS THEN AMPLY DEMONSTRATED what would happen - if "MEN" are chosen as LEADERS of HIS CHURCH - they would get in a RUT and be unable to get out of it. So it has been my contention right along that we DO NOT NEED all the YAKKERING from MEN who know NOTHING but "SABBATH - SABBATH - SABBATH" until they are as "DRY AS THE HILLS OF GILBOA!" JAMES WHITE did not help either. He was no better than the others.

*****(7) WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO SAY - ??? "INSPIRATION!" is needed! THE LEADING OF "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" And 200 TIMES ELLEN WHITE in her FIGHT-TO-THE-FINISH with the "URIAH SMITHS!" said OVER and OVER again if they REJECT the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" they REJECT "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" So FOLLOW your men if you have to - and WHERE WILL YOU END? We know EXACTLY where you will END - you will END where the "MEN!" (JONES AND WAGONER) ENDED after they RAILROADED HER OFF TO AUSTRALIA - how long did they remain "ON TRACK?" Or did they "CHOOSE!" ANOTHER "WOMAN?" JONES HARANGUED the "BATTLE CREEK TABERNACLE" for a whole HOUR to DITCH "ELLEN WHITE" and take "ANNA RICE PHILLIPS" who had "THE SAME RING!" and the "SAME TRUTHS!" as ELLEN WHITE!

TO SHOW HOW DECEPTIVE THE LEADERSHIP ARE -

they quote 11 pages of what Sr. White had to say about the "VISIONS" of ANNA RICE PHILLIPS and NEVER SAID ONE WORD that is was JONES that fell HOOK, LINE and SINKER - for HER - !!!

SO ANXIOUS TO PROTECT THEIR DEARLY BELOVED -

"JONES!" and his DEARLY BELOVED "I AM SAVED!" And that's why he fell for "THE VISIONS" OF ANN PHILLIPS!" That Sr. White called: "...one of Satan's MASTERPIECES of DECEPTION!" SM 2:86. "...her CHILDISH DREAMS!" p.89. (SOMETHING AFTER THE ORDER OF "JEANINE SAUTRON!" and her FOOL "LEMKE!" The SAME as ANNA RICE PHILLIPS had her FOOL "JONES!") AS HISTORY IS REPEATED!

AND THAT SHE RIGHTLY "REPENTED AND GAVE UP HER:
"...MINGLING of the SUBLIME and the RIDICULOUS!" p.89.
"THE IMAGINATIONS of a CONCEITED and DECEIVED MIND!"
..."BELIEVE THEM NOT!" p.90. (And then they claim (SM 2:85) that she became "...a TRUSTED, FRUITFUL "BIBLE INSTRUCTOR" in the work for the Church.") AH! YES!
THIS WE BELIEVE! Because "THE CHURCH" WANTED "JONES!"
HIS "ANNA PHILLIPS!" and their "I AM SAVED!" YES!
YES! YES! They were NOT about ready to give up either
ONE - !!! Not to this Day. NOT EVER!

WHAT IS TRUE RELIGION - ???

THE SLOW PAINFUL CLIMBING UP THE LADDER - THE "DAILY!"
WORK OF BUILDING A CHARACTER! T8:312,314. MH 451.

HOW DOES THAT COMPARE WITH "I AM SAVED!"

RIGHT NOW! NO WAITING - NO EFFORT - AS BRINSMEAD
WOULD SAY: "IT IS DONE, SON - "DONE!" OR with
HEPPENSTALL - "CHARACTER WILL BE "GIVEN" YOU - WHEN
CHRIST COMES!" OH! HAPPY DELUSION! I AM GLAD I
NEVER HAD THAT "DISEASE!" I can imagine what it would
mean for one who has that FIRMLY ENTRENCHED - to try
to get "RID-OF-IT!!" WHAT A BATTLE! IT IS "SELF
HYPNOSIS!" It is like DANGEROUS DRUGS and having
TWICE THE DISEASE - and then TRY to get RID of a
DOUBLE LOAD. But it CAN be done! It will take a
STRONG WILL and you will need all the HELP you can
get! BUT STAY OUT OF THE SALOON WHERE OTHERS ARE
IMBIBING ALL THEY CAN! You will surely have to:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

"COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!"

THERE IS NO OTHER REMEDY.

LEAVE THE ONES who are serving up GLASS after GLASS
after GLASS! The only HOPE is a CLEAN BREAK - !!!
ONCE YOU REALIZE THAT - THAT WOULD BE HALF-THE-BATTLE!
"NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST...UNMASK
THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. CH
289.
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COMING BACK TO WHAT IS "FIRST!" BEFORE "SABBATH!"

That is to say - in your LIFE and in your TEACHING. We have already set forth "CHRIST!" as more IMPORTANT than "LAW!" or "SABBATH!" That is to say in the Sense that "CHRIST!" would LEAD to "LAW!" and the "SABBATH!" But "SABBATH!" will not necessarily lead to "CHRIST!" It did not for the JEWS. In that case "PROPHECY!" would be MORE IMPORTANT than "SABBATH!" For "PROPHECY!" deep understanding of "PROPHECY!" would cause us to "FOLLOW ME!" Through HISTORY - through SANCTUARY RITUAL - through proper FORMS of WORSHIP. For I am sure laying on a Bed of Nails - will not only NOT gain for us any "MERITS!" But would only classify us as a "FOOL!" And I do not think in the Line of "MERITS!" there is not too much "MERIT" in being a "FOOL!" IN FACT there is NO HOPE of SALVATION for the "FOOLISH VIRGINS!" (They had "SABBATH!" but NO "CHARACTER!")

IN THIS RESPECT THERE IS NO VIRTUE -

in being a "DUMB DOG that will not BARK!" So there is NO VIRTUE in REFUSING to "FIND FAULT!" or REFUSING to "CONDEMN!" For that would be a "DUMB (very DUMB) DOG that will not "BARK!" Now what is the VIRTUE about "BARKING!" If you have a STUPID "FOX TERRIER!" like the one my Brother's neighbor had - although he was a neighbor for 20 Years - that Dog would BARK at him on any occasion possible. Just SENSELESS - DUMB.

BUT IF THERE WAS SOME DANGER -

a CROOK or an ARSONIST would come SNEAKING AROUND - and this so-called "WATCH-DOG" would YAWN and turn over on the other Side - the PUNISHMENT for THAT is "DEATH!" And so it should be. Because if the PROWLER sets a FIRE and the FIRE goes out of control and even burns OTHER HOUSES - and may cause the DEATH of the INNOCENT. This "DUMB DOG" that feels so relaxed because FORTY YEARS OF FROM convinced the Church there is NOTHING MORE EVIL than "FINDING FAULT!" "FINDING FAULT!" is a VIRTUE - not everyone can do it - I came mighty close to a TERRIBLE EXPLOSION! 3 of us were GUILTY in filling a can with HIGH-EXPLOSIVE GASOLINE -
and for some reason NONE OF US SAW A CRACK in the HOLLOW HANDLE and if that can had fallen over in the trunk - no telling how far that HIGH EXPLOSIVE HIGH-OCTANE GASOLINE might have seeped through and caught FIRE from the EXHAUST - and only SHREDS of HUMAN BEINGS would have been LEFT as the CAR would have been TOTALLY. So there WOULD have been VIRTUE in "FINDING FAULT!" And not only FINDING it but DOING something about it!

IN FACT THAT IS THE REASON AND THE OFFICE -

of "SAFETY-ENGINEERS!" To see an ACCIDENT - before it happens. To ANTICIPATE IT - not do a lot of BAWLING and CARRYING ON - TOO LATE! "A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE!" "PREVENTION!" is MORE IMPORTANT than a "CURE!" It takes EXTRA SKILL to DETECT what MIGHT go WRONG - and PREVENT it. NOT TO "FIND FAULT!" is the FORMULA for RAISING A BRAT! And so the Adventist Church, like the PUBLIC SCHOOLS of the World - are beginning to issue "CONDOMS." They have lost CONTROL! The BRATS have taken over - as any FOOL could have known.

ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS are on a LEVEL with the World. NO "FAULT-FINDERS" LEFT - FROOM DROVE THEM OUT - !!!

395,000 EVERY 5 YEARS! I have often wondered what his own FAMILY was like. Like "URIAH SMITH'S?" Like ELI? Like BALAAM? Like JEZEBELS?

WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN "COMMANDMENTS?"

THE TRUTH ABOUT "HELL!" WHAT TERROR! WHAT SCENES OF HORROR! Must be CONSTANTLY in the MINDS of the "HELL-BELIEVERS!" The INSANE ASYLUMS are FULL of its vic-tims! WHAT "PEACE LIKE A RIVER WOULD FLOW!" from the MIND that LOSES ITS "TERROR!" HOW CAN ANYONE "LOVE GOD!" with the AWFUL SPECTRUM of MILLIONS WRITHING IN THE FLAMES OF "HELL!" Let's not PREACH ANOTHER SERMON - until we straighten men's minds out on that SUBJECT! IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to "LOVE!" that ALLIGATOR - MINDLESS -SENSELESS - UNFEELING - CROCODILE. No Wonder the FALSE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM is called a "BEAST!" ERASE THAT FROM PEOPLE'S MINDS! And "THEY THAT LOVE ME WILL KEEP MY "COMMANDMENTS!" So which is FIRST - "LOVE?" or "COMMANDMENTS?" TRUTH ABOUT "HELL!" is "PRIORITY #1) - !!!" It should be PART of a SERMON on WHY-TO-KEEP-THE-SABBATH. Did you say something about "REST?" There is NO "REST!" without the TRUTH about "HELL!" If the Adventist Ministry is not setting forth "HELL!" before the "SABBATH!" They are "OUT-OF-ORDER!"